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INTRODUCTION 

The goal of the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) Country Development 
Cooperation Strategy (CDCS) for Lebanon is “improved accountability and credibility of public institutions, and 
broader economic prosperity”. In the water sector this CDCS is advanced through USAID’s Development 
Objective (1) (DO1) of “improved capacity of the public sector in providing transparent quality services across Lebanon”. 
In line with USAID’s DO1, the Lebanon Water Project (LWP) is a five-year activity funded by USAID 
with a goal to increase reliable and sustainable access to water for citizens, improve water management 
practices, enhance the efficiency and sustainability of the Regional Water Establishments (RWEs) and the 
Litani River Authority (LRA), reduce non-revenue water, and improve irrigation water use.  

Building on past USAID assistance to the Lebanese water sector and partnering with the RWEs, namely 
the Beirut-Mount Lebanon Water Establishment (BMLWE), the Beqaa Water Establishment (BWE), the 
South Lebanon Water Establishment (SLWE), and North Lebanon Water Establishment (NLWE), as 
well as the Litani River Authority (LRA), LWP strives to meet its ultimate objectives through three 
interrelated results: 

 Result A: Improve service delivery and resource management by the five public water utilities (the 
four RWEs and the LRA) that are mandated by law to provide water, wastewater, and irrigation 
management services in Lebanon, and by local municipalities where feasible and appropriate. 

 Result B: Improve civic engagement in water management and advance citizen perception of the 
water utilities role in providing a necessary and valuable service. 

 Result C: Improve private sector involvement in water management. 

Each of these results has a specific number of implementing tasks and activities as provided in the LWP 
Performance Work Statement (PWS) and Year 1 Work Plan. The implementation of these results, along 
with associated tasks and activities, is taking place and will continue to take place in specific areas referred 
to as “demonstration areas”, which have been identified as the Cazas of Koura, Metn, Zahleh, Jezzine, 
and the Upper Basin of the Litani River. The LWP Monitoring and Evaluation Plan (M&E) tracks and 
measures LWP performance for the lifetime of LWP.  

This report covers Year One, Quarter Three (Y1-Q3) of LWP, which is the period starting on April 1, 
2016 and ending on June 30, 2016.  This report is structured into three main sections: Section I provides 
an overview of LWP activities, Section II shows progress of LWP Results A, B, and C (as listed above), 
and Section III focuses on management and operations.  

The Annexes to this report provide additional information on: 

 Monitoring and Evaluation Reporting (Annex A). 

 Summary of Grants for Y1-Q3 (Annex B). 

 Summary of Trainings for Y1-Q3 (Annex C). 

 Summary of Gender Integration Activities for Y1-Q3 (Annex D). 

 Summary of Assessments for Y1-Q3 (Annex E). 

 Summary of Short Term Technical Assistance provided by LWP in Y1-Q3 (Annex F). 

 Environmental Compliance Reporting for Y1-Q3 (Annex G). 

 Summary of Communications and Media for Y1-Q3 (Annex H). 

 Year 1 Work Plan, Deliverables Schedule and Progress (Annex I). 
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SECTION I – OVERVIEW 

This section provides an overview of Y1-Q3 of LWP activities and includes a summary of the third 
quarter by result, a summary of important meetings and events, and a synopsis of lessons learned. 

QUARTER SUMMARY BY RESULT  

As explained, LWP will achieve its ultimate goals through simultaneous implementation of Results A, B, 
and C. These results (and their related tasks and activities) are interdependent and build on one another to 
create an inclusive and mutually reinforcing approach that will deliver comprehensive results. Through 
Result A, LWP directly strengthens the RWEs and LRA from within, making them efficient in 
management and service delivery. Building on Result A improvements, Result B seeks to restore a 
balanced relation between the improved RWEs and LRA on the one hand and citizens on the other hand 
through turning these citizens into responsible customers that have rights, but also obligations towards 
the RWEs and LRA. Finally, building on the grounds laid by both Results A and B, Result C seeks to 
remedy the existing disconnection between the Lebanese public and private sector by bringing both 
sectors closer via cooperation and partnership.  

Below is a synopsis of Result A, B, and C accomplishments in Y1-Q3.  

Result A: Improve service delivery and resource management by the five public water utilities 
(the four RWEs and the LRA) that are mandated by law to provide water, wastewater, and 
irrigation management services in Lebanon, and by local municipalities where feasible and 
appropriate 

To improve service delivery, LWP has continued to strengthen planning and internal operations and 
management of the RWEs through support with regards to Business Plans, Master Plans, the Microsoft 
Dynamics NAV and its Enterprise Resource Planning software platform (ERP), Geographic Information 
System (GIS) software, various trainings and other activities: 

 At NLWE, LWP launched the implementation of the ERP, tailored each module to fit the existing 
business needs, and conducted a test run with key users. The team continues to provide on-going 
support to the ERP in the Beirut Mount Lebanon (BMLWE), South Lebanon (SLWE), and Beqaa 
Water Establishments (BWE).  

 LWP worked with the SLWE, NLWE, and BWE on developing business plans, and presented the 
Director Generals (DGs) with a Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) that includes capital 
expenditures for the five-year Business Plan period. All three PIPs were approved by the DGs.  

 In its efforts to develop technical and management capacity among RWE staff, LWP is currently 
finalizing the Water Operators Certification Program (WOCP) training plan for the RWEs with the 
Arab Countries Water Utilities Association (ACWUA). The training is scheduled to begin in August 
2016.  

 LWP initiated assessments that will guide and inform its activities in Years 2-5. LWP signed 
Indefinite Quantity Contracts (IQC) with six Lebanese engineering firms that will provide 
assessments, design, and construction quality control over the life of LWP. To date, LWP has issued 
five task orders to assess infrastructure in the selected demonstration areas of Metn, Koura, and 
Jezzine; assess and develop case studies on small wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs); and assess 
gauging stations in all Lebanese rivers for the LRA to identify baseline information on water 
resources.  
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 LWP prepared a Rapid Assessment Report (RAR) focusing on irrigation at LRA, with a PIP to 
outline specific actions to increase the efficiency of Canal 900, optimize operation and management 
of irrigation water resources at LRA, and identify investments needed to improve irrigation at LRA. 

In addition to the assessments under the IQCs, the LWP team conducted assessments of source and 
district meters in Zahleh, GIS capabilities, and needs in host communities that are supporting Syrian 
refugees. For instance, at the GIS level, LWP drafted an assessment report and action plan focusing on 
needs of all RWEs for GIS licensing and maintenance, customized training, network connectivity, and 
data validation.  

LWP issued the first Request for Application (RFA) under its grant program to improve communal water 
services in Northern Lebanon and the Beqaa. The design of the LWP grants program is to reduce 
burdens and needs of Lebanese host and refugee communities created by the Syrian refugee crisis.  LWP 
received and evaluated 15 grants during the quarter. Five of the applications have been shortlisted and 
LWP conducted field visits to further develop their concepts with the goal of awarding grants in the next 
quarter. In addition, LWP is also considering adopting other applications received in response to the RFA 
to achieve other results objectives.  

LWP will continue to implement these activities in the upcoming quarters. 

Result B: Improve civic engagement in water management and advance citizen perception of the 
water utilities role in providing a necessary and valuable service 

To improve civic engagement and improve the perception of citizens with regards to the RWEs, LWP 
launched the Citizen Perception and Satisfaction Survey (CPSS) in 20 villages within the selected 
demonstration areas. This first CPSS will collect baseline data on customer perceptions, which will help 
measure the impacts of LWP activities.  

In an effort to improve the relationship between the RWEs and their customers and communities, and 
based on coordination with the United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) in previous 
quarters, LWP selected communication projects included in UNICEF’s Communication Strategy for the 
RWEs. These projects focus on a corporate video for SLWE, BWE, and NLWE, and assistance with 
websites and social media presence. They also directly tie into the LWP Communications Strategy and its 
main objective of improving the image of the RWEs and building trust from their customers in them. 
The LWP communications team also met with the Ministry of Energy and Water (MoEW) to discuss 
updates to their website. This communication system falls under the objective of increasing RWEs 
outreach and improve their link with local authorities and the community at large. 

LWP continued to explore areas to engage municipalities in water management and met with Federations 
of Municipalities in Jezzine and Beqaa, as well as the Ministry of Environment (MoE) and LRA during 
the quarter. With USAID, the LWP team met with the Central Bank of Lebanon, the Banque Du Liban 
(BDL), to explore the possibility of supporting BDL in designing guidelines to mainstream water 
conservation in various financing schemes and link LWP’s incentive rebate program with industries and 
farmers to innovative investments in water conservation and protection.  

LWP will continue to push for enhancing civic engagement in the upcoming quarters through follow-up 
and implementation of the above activities. 

Result C: Improve Private Sector Involvement in Water Management 

LWP is fully aware that involving the private sector is key to the success of the Lebanese water sector and 
private sector involvement was at the forefront of LWP activities for Y1-Q3.  

After initial discussions between LWP, CashUnited, and the RWEs, a partnership agreement was reached 
between CashUnited and BWE. It has been approved by BWE’s Board of Directors (BOD), the MoEW, 
and subsequently submitted to the Ministry of Finance (MoF) for approval. This agreement – once 
finalized – will allow BWE customers to pay water bills at CashUnited locations, which will improve 
collection rates, increase visibility of BWE, offer credit facilities and deferred payment options for BWE 
customers, reduce fraudulent payments, alleviate lack of staffing at BWE customer service centers, and 
improve cash-flow. This partnership is even more impactful because BWE customers will also be able to 
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use the counters of LibanPost, the national post operator and a sister company of CashUnited. A similar 
partnership agreement is being pursued between CashUnited and NLWE. Additionally, LWP continued 
working closely with BMLWE to explore ways to encourage private sector investment in rehabilitating 
the Hrach Hydropower Plant, which could be connected to the Jeita Pump Station to supply energy and 
reduce operating costs of BMLWE.  

LWP has completed the first draft of the framework cooperation agreement to help establish partnerships 
with key agricultural equipment suppliers. LWP has continued to work with the Association of Lebanese 
Industrialists (ALI) to screen potential industries to participate in water conservation activities and has 
met with companies such as Byblos Bank and National Instruments (NI) to explore ways for them to be 
involved in water management.  

LWP will continue to drive these initiatives in the upcoming quarters and will push to realize additional 
tangible and concrete Public Private Partnerships (PPPs). 

For additional detailed information related to Results A, B, and C, please refer to Section II of this report. 

SIGNIFICANT MEETINGS AND EVENTS SUMMARY 

SIGNIFICANT MEETINGS 

Below is a summary of significant meetings in Y1-Q3. 

April 5, 2016 – Meeting with the MoEW and the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) 
This meeting was held at the MoEW. Attendees included senior members of LWP, the GIZ, the RWEs, 
the Council for Development and Reconstruction (CDR), the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP), and UNICEF. GIZ explained its intent to provide three million dollars in infrastructure or 
procurement funds for areas impacted by the Syrian refugee crisis, and preferably in previous GIZ 
intervention areas. LWP suggested the funds be spent on chlorinators related to Operation & 
Maintenance (O&M) activities for BWE and NLWE. 

April 11, 2016 – Meeting with National Instruments (NI)  
NI is a high tech company that focuses on innovation and technology development. LWP team and NI’s 
representative, Mounzer Saleh, conducted a site visit to the Jezzine pump station to collect baseline data 
in order to evaluate whether potential predictive maintenance is possible for this station. It was decided 
that a follow-up meeting was necessary in order to assess the situation after review of the data collected. 

April 13, 2016 – Meeting with the Banque Du Liban (BDL) 
USAID and LWP met with the financing team of BDL, to explore the possibility of future cooperation in 
the area of water conservation. Collaboration was explored on multiple levels and included LWP support 
to BDL in designing guidelines to mainstream water projects in its financing programs. It also included 
linking LWP’s incentive rebate program to financing and investment programs of BDL that target 
innovative approaches in water conservation and protection.  

April 25, 2016 – Meeting with LIBNOR 
LWP team met with Ms. Sahar Sleiman-Hajjar, a biochemist at LIBNOR, the Lebanese standards 
institution who regulates water quality standards. LIBNOR is leading an initiative to update the existing 
water quality standards of 1999, and holds regular meetings with all stakeholders, including the RWEs, 
relevant ministries and other institutions. These standards will be adopted by LWP once they are 
finalized.  

April 26, 2016 – NLWE Donor Coordination Meeting 
Senior members of LWP attended NLWE’s donor coordination meeting, which NLWE’s DG had set in 
order to kick-start these meetings after a long hiatus. Over 40 individuals from various donors and sectors 
attended and the DG briefed them on current progress made in water and wastewater services at the 
NLWE. Also, the DG explained his prioritized needs for NLWE, which are in line with LWP 
interventions in the Koura demonstration area. 
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May 4, 2016 – Follow-Up Meeting with National Instruments 
This meeting was a follow-up to the meeting of April 11, 2016. LWP team and NI’s engineer and partner, 
Daniel Asmar, visited the Jezzine Pump Station again and collected additional data. Based on this visit, it 
was agreed that Mr. Asmar would provide LWP with a simulation module to test-run predictive 
maintenance for the station.  

June 6, 2016 – BWE Technical Meeting 
LWP’s Chief of Party (COP) and team met BWE’s DG to discuss upcoming LWP interventions in 
Zahleh, specifically in Haouch El Oumara. LWP team explained LWP’s potential interventions through 
the grants program, future GIS trainings, small wastewater treatment plant evaluation for potential future 
rehabilitation, trainings on water demand management, and installation of source meters, district meters, 
and chlorinators. In turn, the DG explained to LWP that he is cooperating with the Swiss Agency for 
Development and Cooperation (SDC) and GIZ on creating a chlorinators O&M team.  

June 20, 2016 – BMLWE PPP Presentation 
This meeting was a roundtable event organized by BMLWE with a restricted list of attendees that 
included BMLWE’s DG and representatives of LWP, CDR, RWEs, LRA, the World Bank (WB), the 
European Union SISSAF project, and the Higher Council for Privatization. The purpose of this meeting 
was to discuss the findings of the PPP report of the WB’s Greater Beirut Water Supply Project. Three 
potential projects were presented: The Bisri Dam O&M contract, BMLWE’s water loss reduction 
contract, and LRA’s billing and collection contract for irrigation services at Canal 900. The attendees 
evaluated prerequisites and risks for these potential PPPs and exchanged ideas and perspectives on the 
RWEs’ interest in them.  

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

Below is a summary of the most relevant events for Y1-Q3. 

Visit of the USAID Deputy Assistant Administrator for the Middle East, Ms. Mona Yacoubian 
On April 2, 2016, LWP took part in a USAID field visit organized for the Deputy Assistant 
Administrator (DAA), Ms. Mona Yacoubian. LWP’s COP and other team members were present as well 
as BWE’s DG, Mr. Moussallem, and the Head of the Planning and Programs Unit at LRA, Mr. 
Mohammad Younes. The group visited the constructed wetland in Khirbet Qanafar, which is under the 
coverage of LRA. The DAA was briefed on the wetland process, its efficiency as a low cost wastewater 
treatment plant, and the potential of replicating it in available rural lands under LWP activities. The 
wetland visit was followed by a visit to the West Beqaa Directorate of BWE, located near the LRA 
facility.   

Visit of the USAID Deputy Assistant Administrator and Global Water Coordinator, Mr. Chris 
Holmes 
On May 9 and 10, 2016, LWP participated in a USAID field visit organized for the new USAID DAA, 
Mr. Chris Holmes. LWP’s COP, Deputy Chief of Party (DCOP), and other team members were present. 
The first day of the visit focused on the constructed wetland in Khirbet Qanafar. The Head of the 
Planning and Programs Unit at LRA, Mr. Mohammad Younes, briefed the DAA on the wetland process, 
its efficiency as a low cost wastewater treatment plant, and the potential of replicating it in available rural 
lands under LWP activities. The second day of the visit focused on the Deddeh-Koura Reservoir and the 
Jeita Pump Station, both prior USAID funded projects. In Deddeh, Mr. Chris Holmes met NLWE’s DG, 
Mr. Jamal Krayem, who explained the importance of this work previously done by USAID as part of the 
replacement and renewal of the water supply network. At the Jeita Pump Station, USAID DAA, Mr. 
Chris Holmes, senior staff from BMLWE, and LWP engineers visited the water pump station 
rehabilitated by the Lebanese Water and Wastewater Sector Support Program.  

LWP Team Building Retreat 
On May 24 and 25, 2016, all of the LWP team participated in a retreat organized by DAI and led by 
Daniel Shaul. The LWP team took part in team building activities and enjoyed being together in a setting, 
different from the usual office space. Results of this retreat showed an extremely cohesive team eager to 
move forward with LWP, and actions were taken to improve communications at all levels of the project.  
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The Lebanese Water Forum 
On May 26, 2016, the Lebanese Water Forum, a forum in support of Lebanon’s National Water Sector 
Strategy was held at the Issam Fares Institute-AUB. LWP’s Private Sector Engagement Team Lead, Mr. 
Salah Saliba, was a guest speaker at the event and spoke about the importance of adopting internationally 
renowned measures to help move forward the water sector in Lebanon and assist the RWEs in 
overcoming their financial deficit. Mr. Saliba emphasized that these measures, such as customer metering 
and consumption based tariffs, will lead to decreasing non-revenue water (NRW), improving hours of 
service, increasing number of subscribers, and enhancing socio-economic equity among water users, all of 
which is in line with LWP planned activities for the demonstration areas.  

LESSONS LEARNED 

Based on the longstanding experience in the Lebanese water sector of LWP key personnel, and in order 
to assist the RWEs with improving their collection rates, the LWP Private Sector Engagement Team has 
been driving constant mediation efforts between CashUnited, a private sector entity, and the RWEs. In 
this quarter, concrete beneficial results were seen, as BWE and CashUnited signed an agreement allowing 
BWE’s customers to pay their water bills at CashUnited’s counters in the areas served by BWE. This 
achievement sheds light on the fact that resistance of the public sector to any private sector assistance can 
be lessened and that typical stereotypes against private sector participation because of prior failure can be 
overcome, when both parties are presented with business options and opportunities that are mutually 
viable and beneficial. 
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SECTION II – PROGRESS BY 

RESULT 

Below is a summary of the LWP progress during Y1-Q3, detailed under each LWP Result and related 
tasks and deliverables. At the end of Result, A, B, and C a detailed table of tasks and associated activities 
is provided to show progress specific to each task and its activities. 

RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY AND RESOURCES BY THE FIVE 

PUBLIC WATER UTILITIES (THE RWES AND THE LRA) THAT ARE 

MANDATED BY LAW TO PROVIDE WATER, WASTEWATER, AND 

IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN LEBANON, AND BY LOCAL 
MUNICIPALITIES WHERE FEASIBLE AND APPROPRIATE 

TASK A.1. STRENGTHEN RWES AND LRA PLANNING AND INTERNAL 

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 

This task involves assistance to the RWEs under the Business Plan and the ERP software platform.  

Business Plan Progress 

LWP is still assisting the RWEs with updating their five-year Business Plans. Following Y1-Q1&Q2 
efforts of data collection, data analysis, and alignment with strategic business goals, LWP presented the 
DGs of SLWE, BWE, and NLWE with a Performance Improvement Plans (PIP), as part of the updated 
Business plans for each RWE that includes capital expenditures for the five-year Business Plan period. 
The PIPs were approved by all three DGs and LWP is currently finalizing the workbook model and the 
actual drafting of the Business Plans, which are expected to be finalized before end of Y1. 

As for LRA’s Business Plan, it was not started in Y1-Q1&Q2 because of the lack of an MOU between 
USAID and the MoEW. However, this MOU was signed on May 31, 2016 and LWP expects to be 
working on LRA’s first Business Plan in Year Two (Y2).  

ERP Progress 

LWP has been following-up on the implementation and support of the ERP software platform, which 
offers management tools for the RWEs. The ERP had been implemented in BMLWE, BWE, SLWE, and 
LRA under prior USAID assistance projects, but not in NLWE. 

Following the initiation of the ERP in NLWE in March 2016, the NLWE’s DG nominated an ERP key 
user committee to assist LWP in its implementation. It is worth noting that LWP, differently from past 
ERP implementations, has tailored all ERP modules to fit the existing business needs of NLWE and its 
ERP users. LWP team has been working closely with the key user committee and a test run on the ERP 
procurement, budget, and inventory modules was performed in June 2016. Next steps involve providing 
technical training to NLWE’s staff (eight individuals) on the 2016 version of the ERP.  These training 
sessions are scheduled for eighteen days in July 2016.   

In addition, the LWP team is providing on-going functional and technical ERP support to BMLWE, 
SLWE, and BWE. The system is functioning properly at SLWE and BMLWE. At BWE, EDM, the hired 
software developer, is in the final stages of customizing the program and ridding the system of defects. 
EDM should complete its task by end of July 2016.  

The LWP team is also developing an ERP key user manual for SLWE and BWE, which will be rolled-out 
in the upcoming quarter. Training sessions on ERP procedures will support this roll-out and are planned 
in Year One Quarter Four (Y1-Q4). 
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GIS Progress: GIS Assessment Report and Action Plan 

Following the GIS multiphase assessment that was conducted in NLWE, BWE, and SLWE in the past 
quarter, a GIS Assessment Report has been drafted and is in its final phase of completion. As for 
BMLWE, the DG has expressed the need to further develop its GIS systems starting next year. 

The findings, recommendations, and action plan of this GIS Assessment Report, expected to be finalized 
in July 2016, mainly focus on: 

 GIS licensing and maintenance needs for all three RWEs. GIS exists in all three RWEs. 
However, the GIS software licenses must be renewed and extended to all RWEs staff. After 
negotiations with ESRI (the sole provider for GIS in Lebanon), LWP was able to secure a 65% 
discount for the RWEs on licensing fees for the fourth and fifth year of the action plan. LWP will pay 
the licensing fees for the first, second, and third year of the action plan. In addition, the RWEs have 
committed to have a dedicated team of GIS users who will be responsible for implementing the 
report recommendations and following-up on the action plan. 

 GIS beginner and advanced customized training needs for all three RWEs. Some of the RWEs 
staff members have already been trained on GIS while others still lack the technical skills for using 
GIS. For this reason, LWP plans to provide beginners and advanced “in class” and “on-the-job” GIS 
training. The training is expected to take place in Y2 and it is estimated that the “on-the-job” training 
will last approximately four to six months.  

 GIS needs for the network connecting the head office of the RWEs to the branch offices. 
While head offices and branch offices of the RWEs are linked together for ERP purposes, such a 
connection does not exist for GIS. LWP plans on upgrading the existing connections in order to link 
the head offices to the branch offices. The ultimate impact of this upgrade would be to help branch 
offices become self-sufficient in GIS use and alleviate additional workload on head offices. LWP 
plans to upgrade existing connections in Y2. 

 Validation of GIS attribute data and update of maps and satellite images. While validation of 
GIS attribute data is an integral part of the “on-the-job” trainings mentioned above, the importance 
of the validation resides in the fact that validation will help the RWEs in carrying out asset mapping, 
validation, and valuation. The impact of such validation is assisting the RWEs staff in carrying out 
further assessments of house connections, updating customers’ databases, identifying illegal 
connections, and ultimately reducing non-revenue water (NRW) and ensuring their business 
sustainability.  

TASK A.2. IMPROVE BILLINGS AND COLLECTION 

Following up on the initiative started in the past quarter to improve billings and collections through 
mediating a partnership between CashUnited, a private sector entity, and the RWEs, LWP was able to 
secure a successful partnership between CashUnited and BWE. This partnership agreement was approved 
by the BWE’s BOD on May 5, 2016 and was subsequently approved by the MoEW, and submitted to the 
MoF for approval. Once the MoF issues its approval, the partnership agreement will be implemented in 
the area covered by the BWE. It will allow BWE customers to use all CashUnited’s locations and 
counters to pay their water bills, thereby providing greater coverage for billings and collections. This 
partnership is even more impactful because BWE customers will also be able to use the counters of Liban 
Post, the national post operator and a sister company of CashUnited. In addition, LWP continues to 
mediate for a similar partnership agreement between NLWE and CashUnited. The NLWE’s DG has 
shown great interest in it and has instructed his team to develop procedures for billing and collection that 
CashUnited could use as a basis for a potential future partnership. Next steps include another round of 
meetings in the summer of 2016 to move forward with this initiative. 

Another LWP initiative to improve billing and collection is providing NLWE, BWE, and SLWE with 
hand held devices and portable printers for bill collectors. After multiple meetings with the DGs of each 
of these RWEs, LWP sent a request to the DGs to confirm their need for hand held devices and the 
quantity required. Based on the DG’s replies, LWP will move forward and will procure the hand held 
devices and portable printers in the upcoming quarter and Y2.  
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TASK A.3. REDUCE NON-REVENUE WATER LOSSES 

Activities to reduce NRW have focused on assessments of water sources for BWE. Building on past 
USAID interventions in Haouch El Oumara in Zahleh City, and looking to capitalize and add value to the 
works previously done, LWP team continued its coordination with BWE and conducted its assessment of 
water sources in the area covered by the Zahleh branch of BWE, which includes Haouch El Oumara. The 
draft of the Zahleh Water Meters Assessment Report has been prepared and will be completed in early 
Q4.  

The findings, recommendations, and action plan of this Zahleh Assessment Report focused on the 
following: 

 The area water sources were found to be unsecure, which could result in pollution and potential 
health hazards. LWP plans to recommend the construction of well rooms and well chambers to 
eliminate potential well pollution and associated hazards. 

 The electric panels in some wells were found to pose a safety risk to BWE employees. LWP intends 
to procure and install new electric panels, and associated accessories and wiring for the safety of 
BWE employees who are operating and maintaining these wells. 

 BWE is unable to measure quantities of water produced due to the lack of source meters. This 
prevents BWE from performing water balance calculations needed to identify NRW. LWP intends to 
remedy this situation through implementing two main projects: 

- LWP’s initial focus was on Haouch El Oumara in Zahleh.  This area had received significant 
investment in the water network and customer metering from USAID in the recent past.  LWP 
conducted an initial assessment to determine what was needed to close the system to allow water 
balance calculations and allow us to work towards our project goal of reducing NRW.  This 
resulted in the identification of two source meters that needed to be installed and a district meter 
at the Haouch El Oumara Reservoir to measure water provided to the area of Dhour Zahleh.   

- After completion of the cost estimate for the above work, it was decided to identify a second 
project to offset some of the procurement and design costs that would be common for multiple 
projects.  Several new water distribution network projects have been completed or are nearing 
completion in the Zahleh Branch.  LWP expanded the initial assessment for Haouch El Oumara 
in coordination with the BWE to determine the need for additional source meters.  It was 
determined that 28 additional source meters, 6 chlorinators for water treatment, a district meter, 
and several well chambers to prevent damage to the wells were needed to close off the newly 
constructed areas.  This would also allow for the BWE to perform water balance calculations and 
determine the amount of NRW across the Zahleh Branch. 

In addition, and in support of the projects above and in order to ensure their sustainability, LWP will 
provide BWE with O&M training, water meter reading training, and water treatment consumables for 
one year. 

The ultimate impact of these projects resides in the fact that all meters and other devices installed will 
allow BWE to conduct an accurate water balance exercise, thereby measuring water produced and water 
billed. This will enable BWE to adopt effective measures to reduce NRW. 

In addition, activities carried-out under Tasks A. 2 and A.7 will also support the goal of reducing NRW. 

Task A.4. WATER QUALITY ASSURANCE PLANS IN PLACE AND ENFORCED FOR 
WATER UTILITIES IN THE SELECTED AREAS OF INTERVENTION  

LWP is approaching this task with a wider perspective that includes water security.  Water security has 
three key areas of intervention, which includes social equity, environmental sustainability, and economic 
efficiency.  These three areas of intervention are also known as people, planet, and profit (3-Ps).  LWP is 
developing a Request for Proposal (RFP) for a Water Security Analysis (WSA)for each of the four RWEs 
and the LRA which will be issued in Y1-Q4. This WSA RFP includes the development of Water Quality 
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Assurance Plans (WQAPs).  The WSAs and WQAPs are being combined as they need to work together 
and need to be developed at the same time to make sure they are consistent to the goals for each.  

LWP conducted a due diligence exercise to identify potential universities that are technically able and 
willing to develop the WSAs and WQAPs. These universities are the main candidates that will be applying 
once the RFP is launched. The first phase of water security analysis, which also includes training, will 
focus on BWE and LRA, and is expected to take place by the end of Y1 beginning of Y2. As for the 
second phase, it will be rolled-out for the other RWEs in Y2.  

Task A.5. TRAINING AND CAPACITY BUILDING TO IMPROVE HOURS OF 

SERVICE  

Human capacity building and institutional development are essential activities to achieve LWP results. 
Central to LWP efforts to assist the water sector in Lebanon is the need to improve the capacity of the 
sector’s technical and management personnel. This assistance has been divided into the following two 
interrelated tracks: 

Track 1 – Training: Training and certification provided via ACWUA for a minimum output of 180 
certified water and wastewater operators and managers throughout the sector. 

LWP is currently finalizing the RWEs’ Water Operators Certification Program (WOCP) training plan 
prepared during the past quarter. In addition, ACWUA and LWP have reached an agreement on training 
rates/fees and the contract is currently being reviewed and finalized with ACWUA. ACWUA trainings are 
planned to start in August 2016, and the first training will be for SLWE’s operators on water treatment. 
NLWE’s and BWE’s trainings are planned for Y2 and the following years. 

Track 2 – Institutional: Working with local authorities to establish a legally recognized and 
sustainable Lebanon Water Operators Certification Program. 

In May 2016, and as a follow-up on the decision to seek subject matter expert advice to create and 
establish the Lebanon WOCP, the procurement process for the expert’s services was launched through a 
RFP. Once selected, the subject matter expert will be responsible for reviewing all relevant sources of 
information including, by-laws, regulations, decrees, laws, policies, and other relevant documentation in 
addition to performing research needed to create/establish the Lebanon WOCP and compliance with it 
(optional certification will be phased in until mandatory certification is required). Final selection of the 
expert is scheduled for July 2016 and the legal and policy review is planned to take place in Y1-Q4. 

TASK A.6. IMPROVE COMMUNAL WATER SERVICE DELIVERY 

During Y1-Q1&Q2, LWP team focused on gathering a wide spectrum of information sources to 
understand the impact of Syrian refugees on host communities’ basic services, notably water and 
sanitation. More than twenty different institutions, including non-governmental organizations (NGOs) 
and international non-governmental organizations (INGOs,) were contacted and met. Multiple 
documents and reports were reviewed. A Host Communities Needs Assessment Report is nearing 
completion. The report will be finalized during Q4. It will include all references, and more importantly 
findings, in terms of needs to improve access to clean water and sanitation. 

In April 2016, LWP launched a Request for Applications (RFA) for grants to improve communal services 
in Northern Lebanon and the Beqaa because of the extensive impact of Syrian refugees on both areas. 
LWP received fifteen grant applications and shortlisted five potential projects. Pursuant to short listing, 
LWP team conducted site visits to all shortlisted projects, in order to assess their technical feasibility 
before final selection. This activity, although part of the LWP grant program, was designed to further 
improve the lives of Lebanese and Syrians living in these vulnerable host communities. Next steps will 
include awarding LWP grants with the plan to start implementation of the selected projects by the end of 
Y1-Q4 and throughout Y2.  

TASK A.7. IMPROVE AND EXPAND WATER SERVICES FOR LEBANESE CITIZENS 

Following up on the Expressions of Interests (EOIs) that were issued in Y1-Q2 and the final selection 
process of the engineering firms that had applied, six indefinite quantity subcontracts were awarded to the 
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following engineering firms: KREDO, WET, LACECO, ELARD, ACE, and REK. All these IQCs were 
issued in April and May 2016. Following the award of the IQCs, Requests for Task Order Proposals 
(RFTOPs) were issued during the months of April, May, and June 2016 in order to conduct technical 
assessments of potable water networks and facilities in the demonstration areas of Jezzine, Metn, and 
Koura. These assessments began in May and June, 2016 and are expected to be completed by end of Y1-
Q4. Based on the assessment results and input from the RWEs, LWP’s next steps will include prioritizing 
the infrastructure needs identified and issuing RFTOPs for the design and construction quality control of 
the planned infrastructure. 

TASK A.8. IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS IN SELECTED 
AREAS 

In close cooperation with LRA’s management and staff, and in order to improve the efficiency of 
irrigation systems and specifically of Canal 900, LWP conducted an extensive assessment of irrigation 
usage and current crops in farmlands served by Canal 900. The Irrigation RAR was finalized in June 2016, 
and focuses on: 

 Identifying current crops of Canal 900. 

 Identifying current irrigation usage and requirements in farmlands served by Canal 900 and other 
perimeters in the Litani River Basin. 

 Establishing baselines in measuring improvements in irrigation efficiency. 

 Identifying potential areas for interventions and works.  

In parallel to the RAR, and in preparation for LWP’s future interventions and support to the agriculture 
area served by LRA, partnerships are being secured with the private sector to further extend support to 
farmers. Result C provides detailed information on this initiative. 

TASK A.9. SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTEXT APPROPRIATE MODELS 
FOR SANITATION SERVICE AND SEWAGE MANAGEMENT 

Building on the successful experience of the constructed wetland at LRA’s center in Khirbet Qanafar, and 
with the consent of the MoEW, LWP is in the process of identifying potential sites under the various 
RWEs for a similar project that could provide a low cost wastewater treatment facility. For this reason, 
LWP is in the process of analyzing collected data relating to WWTPs identified in the MoEW master 
plans. Next steps will involve shortlisting potential WWTPs for LWP interventions, and is planned to 
take place at the end of Y1-Q4.  

In support of low cost wastewater facilities, a RFTOP to conduct a field assessment and develop a case 
study on these WWTPs was issued in May 2016. The subcontractor selected is the engineering firm 
ELARD. ELARD has already submitted to LWP its inception report detailing its approach/methodology 
to the scope of work and associated work plan. In addition, it also began the actual field assessment on 
June 28, 2016. ELARD is expected to complete its assignment and submit its final case study report by 
the end of September 2016. The final case study should include recommendations on the main reasons 
for success and failure of the small WWTPs and will also provide for investment opportunities in support 
of small WWTPs.  

TASK A.10. IMPROVE WATER RESOURCES CONSERVATION/PROTECTION IN 

THE LITANI BASIN 

In line with the efforts explained under Task A.8 above, and in an effort to improve baseline information 
on water resources conservation in the Litani River Basin, LWP launched an RFTOP in May 2016 to 
assess gauging stations in rivers monitored by LRA, including around the Litani River Basin. ELARD, the 
subcontractor engineering firm was selected in June 2016 and will be submitting its inception report and 
methodology in Y1-Q4. As it stands, there are seventy-one existing gauging stations for surface water 
measurements in Lebanon and 90 predefined measurement sites for additional gauging stations. LWP 
expects this assessment to be completed in Y2-Q1. The importance of this assessment resides in the fact 
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that it enables LRA to have a complete picture of its data collection network with clear recommendations 
on new measurement devices to install, and updates required for existing devices. This will help with 
extending and improving LRA’s water data monitoring across rivers, and more precisely across the Litani 
River Basin.  

In addition, the RAR under Task A. 8 above included a PIP that is the equivalent of priority action plans 
for LRA. This PIP constitutes the roadmap for investment interventions, and offers an integrated 
approach with specific actions that have been selected to increase the efficiency of Canal 900 and 
optimize its operation and management. While all actions identified under the PIP will not be 
implemented by LWP, the recommended actions include the following:  

 Installing district water meters to monitor water flow in the network. 

 Installing farm meters to monitor water quantity used by farmers. 

 Upgrading LRA’s SCADA system and extending it to cover all distribution networks for better 
monitoring of networks. 

 Improving water quality through reducing or eradicating the development of algae in Canal 900. 

 Monitoring underground wells to deliver timely information to LRA and prevent misuse and 
depletion of underground water resources. 

 Conducting a leak detection campaign and trainings on leak detection to reduce water losses. 

 Providing a weather station for the surface area covered by Canal 900 to monitor weather parameters 
and identify adequate irrigation requirements. 

 Implementing a comprehensive metering program in the area served by Canal 900 to ensure a 
smooth transition to a consumption based tariff system, which will facilitate efficient water demand 
management. 

For detailed information related to all activities falling under the tasks of Result A, please refer to the 

table below. 
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RESULT A TABLE OF ACTIVITIES AND DELIVERABLES 

RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

  
A.1. STRENGTHEN RWE AND LRA PLANNING AND INTERNAL OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 

  A.1.1. Strengthen Business Master Planning         

1 A.1.1 Each RWE will have an updated 
business plans 

   X  On time. 
Action plan and capital 
investment program 
developed. 

 Finalize updating of 
Business Plans. 

2 A.1.1 LRA will have prepared its first 
business plan 

   X  Delayed.  
 

The delay was 
caused by the 
absence of an 
MOU between the 
MoEW and 
USAID. However, 
this MOU was 
signed on May 31, 
2016.  

LWP will be preparing 
a business plan for 
LRA in Y2. 

3 A.1.1 Review and update the water master 
plans for the BMLWE and the SLWE 

   X  Delayed. Based on SLWE’s 
DG request, this 
activity was moved 
to Y2 for SLWE. 
BMLWE’s DG has 
declined the offer 
of updating the 
water master plan.   

LWP will discuss with 
USAID the 
development of an 
Irrigation Master Plan 
for the BWE as a 
substitute for this 
activity. 

4 A.1.1 LRA will have completed water 
monitoring plan for the Upper Litani 
River Basin including the evaluation of 
water quality and quantity 

    X    
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RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

5 A.1.1 SLWE and BWE will have completed 
master plans for wastewater 

    X    

6 A.1.1 Review water and wastewater master 
plans for consistency with business 
plans in Year 3 for each of the RWEs 

    X    

7.a A.1.1 Annual business plans will be 
completed each year, which are linked 
to the water and wastewater master 
plans 

    X    

7.b A.1.1 Annual business plans will be 
completed each year, which are linked 
to the water and wastewater master 
plans 

    X    

7.c A.1.1 Annual business plans will be 
completed each year, which are linked 
to the water and wastewater master 
plans 

    X    

7.d A.1.1 Annual business plans will be 
completed each year, which are linked 
to the water and wastewater master 
plans 

    X    

  A.1.2. Fully Implement Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) and Costing and Operational Analyses 

        

8 A.1.2 Initiate implementation of the ERP 
(Operations Modules) with NLWE 

   X  On time. 
Still collecting business 
processes and started 
designing modules for 
each cycle as NAV 
license has been 
purchased. 

 Start full 
implementation of ERP 
in NLWE. 
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RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

9 A.1.2 Complete installation of ERP suite and 
costing and operational analysis in the 
BMLWE, SLWE, and BWE 

  X   Delayed 
This activity is related 
to deliverable No.15 
below. 
 

Awaiting additional 
data from RWEs 
to complete actual 
report generation. 

Generate end-of-year 
financial reports (2015) 
from ERP. 

10 A.1.2 Train 50 RWE and LRA staff in ERP 
use 

  X   Delayed. 
49 staff trained at 
BMLWE. Preparing 
user manual for SLWE 
and BWE to undertake 
“ERP process” 
training. 

 Same training as 
BMLWE is planned for 
BWE and SLWE in 
Y1-Q4.  

11 A.1.2 Continue refinements in the use of 
ERP tools and systems 

    X    

12 A.1.2 Implement the ERP governance 
module for the NLWE, BWE, and 
SLWE 

    X    

  A.1.3. Strengthen Assets Valuation and Management         

13 A.1.3 Develop standardized Assets 
Management Manual 

   X  On time.  Asset Management 
Manual will be 
provided to the RWEs 
in Y1-Q4. 

14 A.1.3 Integrate assets valuation into ERP in 
the SLWE and NLWE 

   X  On time. 
RFTOP being 
reviewed internally 
before release to IQC 
holders. 

 Selection of 
engineering firm to 
perform asset 
valuation. 

15 A.1.3 Integrate assets valuation into ERP in 
the BMLWE and BWE 

   X  On time.  
LWP team currently 
working on integration 

Awaiting data from 
BMLWE to 
integrate asset 

Complete integration 
and generate reports. 
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RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

for BWE and 
BMLWE. 

valuation into 
ERP. 

16.a A.1.3 All RWEs will conduct annual updates 
of assets valuation 

    X    

16.b A.1.3 All RWEs will conduct annual updates 
of assets valuation 

    X    

16.c A.1.3 All RWEs will conduct annual updates 
of assets valuation 

    X    

17 A.1.3 At least 60 staff from the four RWEs 
complete training in conducting and 
updating assets valuations 

    X    

  A.1.4. Improve RWE Internal Performance and 
Financial Audit 

        

18 A.1.4 Update financial and performance 
audit manuals for NLWE and SLWE 

   X  On time. 
Audit manual is being 
drafted. 

 Provide Audit Manual 
to RWEs. 

19 A.1.4 Provide training to RWE and LRA 
employees and board members in 
understanding and using audit reports 
to improve organizational performance 

   X  On time. 
Awaiting completion 
of Audit Manual. 
Workshop/training for 
Board of Directors 
(BOD) of SLWE and 
NLWE is planned 
pending DG’s 
approval.  

LRA, BMLWE and 
BWE have 
expressed no 
interest due to lack 
of staff.  

Workshop expected in 
Y1-Q4 pending DG 
approval. 

20 A.1.4 Begin to develop a financial and 
performance audit manual for the LRA 

    X    

21.a A.1.4 Financial and performance audits will 
be completed for the utilities that have 
the staff in place 

    X    
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RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

21.b A.1.4 Financial and performance audits will 
be completed for the utilities that have 
the staff in place 

    X    

21.c A.1.4 Financial and performance audits will 
be completed for the utilities that have 
the staff in place 

    X    

  A.1.5. Strengthen RWE and LRA Use of GIS for 
Assets Management and Operations 

        

22 A.1.5 GIS systems for three of four RWEs 
will be reviewed 

   X  On time. 
Assessment completed 
and report will be 
finalized in Y1-Q4. 
Waiting on approvals 
from DGs. 

 GIS Assessment 
Report to be submitted 
to USAID for final 
approval. 

23 A.1.5 Plans will be developed to strengthen 
GIS capacity and systems for three of 
the four RWEs 

   X  On time. 
Plans were developed 
ahead of schedule and 
combined with GIS 
Assessment Report to 
create a 
comprehensive 5 year 
GIS Plan.  

 Seek USAID approval 
on the 5 year GIS Plan. 

24 A.1.5 Improved use of GIS (through formal 
and on-the-job training) to maintain 
information on piped networks and 
equipment, and customers 

    X    

25 A.1.5 Mapping demonstration areas of the 
intervention areas following the area 
assessments 

    X    

  
A.2. IMPROVE BILLINGS AND COLLECTION 
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RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

26 A.2 Initiate updated customer registers in 
three of the four RWEs demonstration 
areas including the initial assessment 

   X  On time.  
However, expecting 
delays depending on 
next steps. 
.  

The activity cannot 
be completed until 
customer meters 
are installed.  

Initiation will be done 
once assessments and 
meter installations are 
completed. 

27 A.2 Develop communication strategy to 
improve customer awareness and 
increase collections 

   X  On time. 
Corporate video and 
social media projects 
selected from 
UNICEF’s 
communication 
strategy and projects 
list.  

In order to avoid 
overlap, LWP 
communications 
team waited for 
UNICEF’s projects 
list to be approved 
by RWEs, and 
accordingly delayed 
initiating this task. 

LWP communications 
team will be working in 
Y1-Q4 and Y2 on 
developing corporate 
videos for SLWE, 
BWE, and NLWE to 
be shown in CSCs to 
increase awareness and 
collections. 

28 A.2 Initiate at least one partnership with a 
bank or financial institution to improve 
collection efficiency 

  X   Completed. Approval 
obtained from COR. 

  

29 A.2 Financial and performance audits will 
be completed for the Financial and 
performance audits completed by all 
five utilities each year 

    X    

30 A.2 Complete customer register updates in 
the three demonstration areas 
 

    X    

  
A.3. REDUCE NON-REVENUE WATER LOSSES 

31 A.3 Launch two projects to install 
production and/or district meters in 
the RWEs 

   X  On time. 
The Zahleh Water 
Meters Assessment 
Report has been 
finalized. Installation 

 Obtain USAID 
concurrence on Zahleh 
Assessment Report and 
issue a single RFTOP 
for the Houch El 
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RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

of source meters and 
installation of district 
meters were combined 
into one RFTOP for 
Design & 
Construction Quality 
Control and submitted 
to USAID for 
concurrence. 

Omara and the Zahleh 
Branch. Once 
approved, initiate 
design works. 

32 A.3 Complete production and district 
metering for the RWE demonstration 
areas 

    X    

33 A.3 Train at least 60 RWE staff in meter 
reading and maintenance 

    X    

  
A.4. WATER QUALITY ASSURANCE PLANS (WQAPs) IN PLACE AND ENFORCED FOR WATER UTILITIES IN THE SELECTED AREAS OF 
INTERVENTION 

34 A.4.1 Support development of draft WQAPs 
for two RWEs 

   X  On time. 
Terms of Reference 
(TORs) finalized for 
the water security 
analysis including 
development of 
WQAP. 
 

Due diligence to 
identify universities 
with proper water 
institutes. 

Agreement with a 
Lebanese university for 
water security analysis. 

35 A.4.1 Train 20 RWE staff in preparation of 
WQAPs and water safety analysis 

   X  On time. 
Pending water security 
analysis agreement. 

 Agreement with a 
Lebanese university for 
water security analysis. 
Training will be 
conducted by the 
university selected.  
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RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

36 A.4.1 Support development of WQAPs for 
two more RWEs 

    X    

37 A.4.1 Support two partnerships between 
RWEs and municipal governments in 
water quality/safety testing and analysis 

    X    

38 A.4.1 Train 40 RWE staff in preparation of 
WQAPs and water safety analysis 

    X    

39 A.4.1 Assist one RWE to design and 
implement a service contract to carry 
out water quality and safety analysis 

    X    

40 A.4.1 Assist the RWEs in preparing public 
messages/information on water quality 
in their networks 

    X    

41.a A.4.1 Four RWEs will have WQAPs in place 
(relevant RWE) 

    X    

41.b A.4.1 Four RWEs will have WQAPs in place 
(relevant RWE) 

    X    

41.c A.4.1 Four RWEs will have WQAPs in place 
(relevant RWE) 

    X    

41.d A.4.1 Four RWEs will have WQAPs in place 
(relevant RWE) 

    X    

42 A.4.1 Six partnerships between RWEs and 
municipal governments to conduct 
joint water quality and safety analyses 

    X    

  A.4.2. Strengthen the Capacity of RWEs and LRA in 
Water Security Analysis and Planning 

        

43 A.4.2 Develop terms of reference (TORs) 
for carrying out water security analyses 

  X   On time. 
Water security analysis 
TORs finalized 
including development 

Finding data to 
feed into the water 
security analysis. 

Launching RFP for 
engaging one university 
to undertake the Task. 
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RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

of WQAP for BWE 
and LRA (Beqaa).  
Universities with 
relevant expertise 
identified 

44 A.4.2 Enlist local universities to support 
water security analyses 

   X  On time. 
Universities with 
relevant expertise 
identified.  

 Agreement with a 
Lebanese university to 
conduct water security 
analysis. 

45 A.4.2 Launch at least one water security 
analysis 

   X  On time. 
See deliverables No. 43 
and 44 above. 

 Analysis will be 
launched once 
agreement with 
university is signed. 

46 A.4.2 Complete water security analyses for all 
five water utilities 

    X    

47 A.4.2 Produce communications message and 
short videos on the water security 
analyses 

    X    

  
A.5. TRAINING AND CAPACITY BUILDING TO IMPROVE HOURS OF SERVICE 

48 A.5 Water operator's certification program 
is designed in partnership with 
ACWUA and RWEs 

  X   Delayed. 
 

Delay due to 
difficulty 
identifying law 
firms capable of 
providing adequate 
advice as to the 
Lebanese 
certification 
authority/body. 

For purposes of the  
legal review, selection 
of the legal consultant 
is expected in Y1-Q4. 
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RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

49 A.5 Complete ERP and technical training 
needs assessment for RWEs and the 
LRA 

  X   Delayed. 
Technical training 
needs assessment form 
distributed to all 
RWEs and LRA. 
Data collected and 
reviewed for SLWE, 
NLWE, BWE, and 
LRA. 
BMLWE is not 
responsive to the 
needs assessment. 

 Training needs 
assessment report to be 
issued by September 
2016. 

50 A.5 Water operator's certification program 
is fully operational 

   X  Delayed. 
Selected two training 
sessions for SLWE. 
 

Negotiations with 
ACWUA delayed 
contract signature. 

USAID approval 
obtained on ACWUA’s 
program and agreement 
is being finalized 
between LWP and 
ACWUA. Training 
planned to start in Y1-
Q4.  

51 A.5 Develop training program for pump 
O&M 

    X    

52 A.5 Train at least 40 RWE staff in pump 
O&M 

    X    

53 A.5 Provide capacity building training 
based on the training needs 
assessments for up to 100 RWE staff.  
The topics will be defined after the 
Year 1 assessment 
 

    X    
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RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF RWES & LRA 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected Completion 
Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

  

A.6. IMPROVE COMMUNAL WATER SERVICE DELIVERY 

54 A.6 Complete needs assessments with 
selected INGOs, RWEs, and 
municipalities 

  X   Delayed. 
Host Communities 
Needs Assessment 
Report being finalized 
based on secondary 
data and meetings 
conducted. This was 
delayed due to 
municipal elections 
and the municipalities 
would not participate 
until after the 
elections. 

Some reports 
reviewed are wish 
lists instead of real 
assessments. 
However, UNDP’s 
Mapping of Risks 
and Resources 
Report contains 
actual needs of 
communities 
arising from the 
Syrian refugee 
crisis. In general, 
there are no clear 
processes for 
project selection by 
I/NGOs. 

In depth analysis of 
reports and existing 
literature and finalizing 
selection matrix and 
criteria. Once project 
selection is completed, 
design will be initiated. 

55 A.6 Project designs are in process for at 
least two projects 

   X  On time. 
See deliverable No. 54 
above. 

 Prepare SOW for 
RFTOP to start design 
for selected projected. 

56.a A.6 Complete at least one project that 
improves communal water service 
delivery in affected 
municipalities/communities 

    X    

56.b A.6 Complete at least one project that 
improves communal water service 
delivery in affected 
municipalities/communities 

    X    
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Del. 
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Y1 

Y2-
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Mitigating 
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

56.c A.6 Complete at least one project that 
improves communal water service 
delivery in affected 
municipalities/communities 

    X    

56.d A.6 Complete at least one project that 
improves communal water service 
delivery in affected 
municipalities/communities 

    X    

56.e A.6 Complete at least one project that 
improves communal water service 
delivery in affected 
municipalities/communities 

    X    

56.f A.6 Complete at least one project that 
improves communal water service 
delivery in affected 
municipalities/communities 

    X    

  
A.7. IMPROVE AND EXPAND WATER SERVICES FOR LEBANESE CITIZENS 

57 A.7 Expression of Interest (EOI) issued 
and contracts established with 
engineering firms to provide 
engineering studies, designs, and 
construction quality control/assurance 

  X   Completed. Approval 
obtained from COR. 
 

  

58 A.7 Demonstration areas in four RWEs 
defined and assessments completed to 
identify the work needed. 

   X  On time. 
IQC holders began 
their assessments in 
BMLWE, NLWE and 
SLWE in May 2016. 
As for the BWE, the 
assessment will focus 
on the Zahleh branch 

 Submit final assessment 
reports for BMLWE, 
NLWE, and SLWE to 
USAID and identify 
works needed. 
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(source meters’ 
assessment and district 
meters’ assessment 
completed for this area 
by LWP).  

59 A.7 Infrastructure upgrade projects outside 
the demonstration areas identified 

   X  On time. 
Currently reviewing 
multiple potential 
projects.  

 Select projects based 
on needs identified by 
the project and 
discussed with USAID. 

60 A.7 Feasibility study completed for the 
design and construction of a wetlands 
are in the Upper Litani River Basin for 
wastewater treatment 

    X    

61 A.7 Budgets developed for the 
demonstration areas in each RWE to 
finalize the work that will be 
performed by LWP based on the 
project budget 

    X    

62 A.7 Projects designed and under contract 
for construction 

    X    

63 A.7 Infrastructure projects completed 
 

    X    

  
A.8. IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS IN SELECTED AREAS 

64 A.8 Complete Rapid Assessment    X   Delayed. 
Rapid Assessment 
Report finalized. 

Discrepancies 
found in the 
information 
published in 
different reports 
and articles during 
literature review. 

Discrepancies adjusted. 
Next steps include 
delivering a 
presentation to the 
LRA Board of 
Directors and staff for 
approval. Once LRA 
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approves the RAR, it 
will then be submitted 
to USAID for approval 
(LWP will agree with 
USAID on specific 
PIPs for Canal 900). 

65 A.8 Identify areas and define baselines 
 

  X   Delayed 
Baseline assessment 
completed and LWP 
interventions will be 
decided based on 
baseline data provided. 

Conflicting data 
found in various 
reports. 

Data was verified 
through new 
calculations and site 
visits and roadmap for 
LWP interventions 
finalized as part of the 
RAR. Next step will be 
obtaining USAID 
approval on LWP 
interventions.  

66 A.8 Negotiate partnerships with irrigation 
equipment suppliers 

  X   Delayed.  
Meeting held 
pertaining to 
cooperation 
framework agreements 
with local suppliers of 
drip irrigation 
(Robinson Agri, 
Debbane Agri and 
Unifert) for improved 
irrigation efficiency. 

For the longer 
term and for 
sustainability, LWP 
must identify 
mechanisms for 
financing through 
subsidized loans 
within the 
Government of 
Lebanon and 
microcredit from 
financing 
institutions and 
local banks. 

Ensuring signature of 
framework cooperation 
agreement. Promoting 
the cooperation 
through LRA using 
LWP Grants and  
Incentive Rebate Fund. 
Mediating with the 
Central Bank and other 
local banks to ensure 
sustained subsidies for 
initiative. 
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67 A.8 At least 10 farmers undertake 
conversion of irrigation systems to 
drip/trickle technology 

   X  Delayed. 
Farmers growing 
season began before 
LWP start. 

 Implement activity in 
Y2 in appropriate 
growing season. 

68 A.8 Expand the participation of farms 
converting to drip/trickle technology 

    X    

69 A.8 Support at least five farmer field days     X    

  
A.9. SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTEXT-APPROPRIATE MODELS FOR SANITATION SERVICE AND SEWAGE MANAGEMENT 

70 A.9 Develop and publish case studies   X   Delayed. 
RFTOP launched, 
subcontractor selected 
(ELARD), and 
assessment is on-
going. 

 Once the case study 
report is finalized, LWP 
will have to select 
investment 
interventions and 
submit to USAID for 
approval. 

71 A.9 Identify at least two potential sites for 
low-cost sewage/septage 
collection/treatment in each region 

   X  On-time. 
LWP is preparing the 
assessment in 
coordination with the 
MoEW. 

 Draft the report 
summarizing selection 
criteria and findings. 
Once the report 
identifying the low cost 
sewage/septage sites is 
available, the case study 
report of deliverable 
No.70 above will be 
annexed to it for a 
complete report on 
WWTP and for 
optimizing LWP 
interventions (this step 
will allow for final 
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selection of low cost 
WWTP and for 
interventions on 
existing small WWTP 
for LWP).   
 

72 A.9 Hold initial consultations with MoEW, 
RWEs, and local communities on site 
selection and design 

   X  On time. 
Initial consultations 
with MoEW, RWEs 
and local communities 
were held. Data on 
WW master plans has 
been collected and 
criteria matrix for site 
selection is being 
finalized. 

Availability of land 
and the ability of 
local communities 
to handle the 
operation of these 
plants are 
problematic. 

Based on the combined 
report of deliverables 
No.70 and 71 above, 
additional consultations 
will be held in order to 
identify proper 
potential sites. 
Once identification is 
done, LWP will seek 
concurrence from 
USAID, MoEW, 
RWEs, and the 
municipalities. 

73 A.9 Project designs will be completed and 
approved 

    X    

74 A.9 Construction contracts will be issued 
 

    X    

75 A.9 At least four low-cost, sustainable 
sanitation models will be completed 
and operating-one in each region 

    X    

76 A.9 At least two additional, for a total of 
six, sustainable sanitation models will 
be completed 

    X    

  
A.10. IMPROVE WATER RESOURCES CONSERVATION/PROTECTION IN THE LITANI BASIN 
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77 A.10 Update baseline information on water 
resources in the Litani Basin 

  X   Delayed. 
RFTOP issued, 
subcontractor selected 
(ELARD) and the 
assessment of all 
gauging stations in the 
Litani basin and the 
rest of Lebanon 
started. 

The delay in MOU 
signature between 
USAID and 
MoEW has had an 
impact on the 
original timeframe 
for this activity. 
The MOU was 
finally signed on 
May 31, 2016. 

Complete the 
assessment and drafting 
the report. 

78 A.10 Organize at least two multi-stakeholder 
discussions about water threats and 
risks to water resources 

   X  On time. 
Currently identifying 
stakeholders. 

 Launch discussions. 

79 A.10 Initial plan will be underway for 
actions to improve water resources 
protection and conservation 

   X  On time. 
Roadmap for proper 
use of water resources 
and conservation is 
being drafted for Litani 
River Basin. This 
activity is also linked to 
deliverable No.77 
above.  

 Identify LWP 
intervention/investment 
based on roadmap. 

80 A.10 Continue multi-stakeholder dialogues     X    

81 A.10 Implement actions to improve water 
use and reduce pollution 

    X    

82 A.10 At least two water resources 
conservation and protection initiatives 
will be yielding tangible and 
measureable results 

    X    
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RESULT B: IMPROVE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN WATER MANAGEMENT 

AND ADVANCE CITIZEN PERCEPTION OF THE WATER UTILITIES ROLE 

IN PROVIDING A NECESSARY AND VALUABLE SERVICE 

TASK B.1. IMPROVE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION WITH SERVICES PROVIDED BY 
PUBLIC WATER UTILITIES 

As a follow-up on the efforts to improve customer satisfaction with services provided by the RWEs, 
LWP moved forward with the following initiatives in Y1-Q3: 

 In May 2016, LWP awarded to Information International its first Customer Perception and 
Satisfaction Survey (CPSS). Information International launched its field activities in June 2016 in five 
villages of each of the demonstration areas. The purpose of this survey is to collect data on customer 
views and perceptions on the effectiveness and legitimacy of the RWEs as service providers. It will 
also help with tracking citizens’ perceptions over the lifetime of LWP and with assessing their stance 
and behavior as to adopting water conservation measures. While this survey is the first for LWP, 
others are planned in the lifetime of LWP in order to measure future improvement in satisfaction 
created by LWP activities and investments. These CPSS surveys will be used to guide all LWP 
activities and align them with citizens’ priorities. The results of this first CPSS survey will be finalized 
in Y1-Q4. 

 Based on the prior coordination with UNICEF, who was driving the communication strategy for all 
four RWEs, LWP and UNICEF agreed that LWP would take on communications projects that were 
recommended under the UNICEF’s RWEs communication strategy. These projects involve digital 
and social media communications activities, specifically a corporate video for each of the RWEs and 
assistance with their websites and social media presence, primarily Facebook.  

In June 2016, LWP was able to secure approval on the corporate video from SLWE, BWE, and 
NLWE. In addition, the SLWE DG also agreed to LWP assistance in creating a website for SLWE, 
which is the only RWE that does not have one to date. LWP team will be following up with each of 
the RWEs and meeting with their teams in order to gather data and begin shooting the corporate 
videos. The corporate videos should be completed in Y2. As for the Facebook presence of the 
RWEs, the DGs of SLWE, BWE, and NLWE are still hesitant as they do not fully understand the 
way Facebook operates nor do they grasp the value of social media. It is worthy to note that the 
corporate videos and the social media presence are a direct implementation of the LWP 
Communications Strategy and its main objective of improving the image of the RWEs, building trust 
in them, and strengthening their outreach to customers and citizens. Next steps for LWP will involve 
raising the DGs’ awareness as to the importance and value of social media, and will take place in Y2.  

 LWP is working on updating the website for the MoEW. Multiple meetings took place in Q3 
between LWP and the MoEW’s communications specialist in order to determine website content, 
format, hosting needs, etc. The RFP for a web design company has been drafted and should be 
issued in Y1-Q4. Actual implementation of this project is planned to last about four months and 
should be completed in Y2-Q2.  

 Based on the input of the LWP communications and infrastructure teams, the Jezzine Customer 
Service Center (CSC) was selected as the CSC to be rehabilitated and renovated in an effort to 
improve customer relations and support at SLWE. LWP next steps on this project will focus on 
securing the new design of this CSC through the RFTOP award to the IQC holders under Task A.7. 
Actual renovation works are planned to start in Y2-Q2. 

 In addition to the above initiatives, LWP had planned to launch a training to enhance the skills of 
RWEs’ staff on communications and customer services and a needs assessment was performed in 
Y1-Q2. The RFP for this initiative was launched in June 2016, later than planned, to accommodate 
the summer and Ramadan schedules of the RWEs. Actual trainings are planned to take place in Y1-
Q4.  
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 Following-up on the various meetings of the past quarters, the LWP team met with multiple 
municipal representatives in order to push forward the mediation process between the RWEs and 
relevant municipalities with low collection rates. To date the feedback received from both the RWEs 
and the municipalities has been positive. NLWE’s DG is keen on the idea of engaging municipalities 
to improve customer satisfaction and collection rates, and has provided constructive input on priority 
areas for that purpose. At LRA, LWP team is still coordinating efforts with various unions of 
municipalities around the Litani River Basin in an effort to reach a commitment on collaboration for 
the protection of the Litani River Basin. For additional details on this effort, please refer to Task B. 3.  

TASK B.2. REDUCE NONPRODUCTIVE (WASTEFUL) USES OF WATER IN BOTH 
RURAL AND URBAN SETTINGS IN THE SELECTED AREAS OF INTERVENTION  

By focusing on agriculture and industrial water users, LWP had already initiated various contacts and 
discussions with potential partners to address efficient water use in both sectors and reduce wasteful uses 
of water in rural and urban settings. 

At the industry-level, and based on LWP’s cooperation in the past quarter with the Association of 
Lebanese Industrialists (ALI) at the national level, a concept note was drafted and a screening of 
industries that could potentially participate in water conservation activities is currently underway. The 
purpose of this screening is to identify potential industries that have a high water consumption rate and 
that would benefit through the LWP incentive rebate program from impactful water reduction/reuse 
interventions. 

LWP is currently working on the development of an incentive rebate program for farmers willing to 
invest in water conservation.  At the same time, the Civic Engagement team is working on farmer 
awareness and conversion in cooperation with the PSP team in regards to involving private agricultural 
equipment suppliers.  The PSP team working as a project crosscutting activity is working with private 
suppliers of advanced agricultural equipment ((including irrigation equipment) to support farmers in water 
conservation efforts in this task.  

TASK B.3. INCREASE CIVIL SOCIETY ENGAGEMENT IN IMPROVING WATER USE 
BEHAVIOR FOR ENVIRONMENT AND WATER RESOURCES PROTECTION 

Building on previous projects, in particular the USAID’s Litani River Basin Management Support, LWP 
reviewed all relevant documentation needed for the creation of a federation of municipalities around the 
Litani River Basin. In an attempt to revive the creation process in a practical manner, LWP’s strategy is to 
partner with federations/unions in central and west Beqaa in Y1-Q4, in order to mobilize the most 
relevant local authorities. The purpose of this strategy is to instill proper basin management and create a 
sense of responsibility among the various sectors to reduce threats of pollution.    

Focusing on civil society and engaging NGOs and CSOs, LWP team was able to obtain three civil society 
grant applications that will work to improve water use behavior.  The projects propose to work in the 
Beqaa and North Lebanon to address households, schools, and communities.  The applications are 
currently being evaluated and a decision is expected to be made in Quarter 4. 

For detailed information related to all activities under the tasks of Result B, please refer to the table 
below. 
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RESULT B TABLE OF ACTIVITIES AND DELIVERABLES 

RESULT B: IMPROVE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN WATER MANAGEMENT & ADVANCE CITIZENS PERCEPTIONS OF RWES 
AND LRA ROLE IN PROVIDING A NECESSARY & VALUABLE SERVICE 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected 
Completion Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

B.1. IMPROVE CUSTMER SATISFACTION WITH SERVICES PROVIDED  

86 B.1 Complete baseline customer 
satisfaction surveys for all four RWEs 

  X   Delayed.   
The CPSS firm was 
selected in May 2016 
and the actual survey 
started in June 2016. 

 Final results of the 
survey are expected in 
Y1-Q4.  

87 B.1 Develop communication strategy and 
key messages for at least two RWEs 

   X  On time.  
Based on coordination 
with UNICEF’s 
communication 
strategy and projects 
lists, LWP selected 
assisting the RWEs 
with corporate videos 
and social media 
presence (Facebook).  
 

Umbrella 
Communication 
Strategy of UNICEF 
has not been shared 
with LWP. However, 
UNICEF shared its list 
of communications 
projects. 
Also, DGs do not fully 
grasp social media and 
its impact. 

LWP communications 
team will be working 
with RWEs staff to 
determine content and 
messages of corporate 
videos. As for social 
media, the DGs agreed 
to leave the possibility 
of Facebook for a later 
stage (LWP intends to 
provide awareness 
sessions to DGs on 
social media). 

88 B.1 Train at least 60 RWE staff in 
communication messages and 
customer relations 

  X   Delayed. 
Training needs 
assessment finalized 
and procurement of 
trainer issued. 

 Trainings were delayed 
based on the requests 
of the RWEs to 
accommodate 
Ramadan and summer 
schedules. Training 
will take place in Y1-
Q4. 
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89 B.1 Create/upgrade at least two RWE 
websites 

   X  On time. 
Focus is on upgrading 
the MoEW’s website 
and creating SLWE’s 
website.  

 SLWE’s DG approval 
obtained on website 
creation. Procurement 
process for website 
designing firms for 
MoEW and SLWE will 
be launched in Y1-Q4. 
Actual design also 
expected to start in 
Y1-Q4. 

90 B.1 Establish/strengthen Customer Service 
Centers in at least two RWEs 

   X  Delayed. 
Final decision is to 
rehabilitate the Jezzine 
CSC only.  

 Design of the Jezzine 
CSC will be included 
as part of the RFTOP 
to IQC holder for 
design of interventions 
in Jezzine in Y2. 

91 B.1 Install ERP customer relations module 
in NLWE 

    X    

92 B.1 All four RWEs will have functioning 
Customer Service Centers 

    X    

93 B.1 All four RWEs will have informative 
websites that provide up-to-date 
information on RWE operations and 
facilitate customers registering 
complaints 

    X    

B.2. REDUCE NON-PRODUCTIVE (WASTEFUL) USES OF WATER IN BOTH RURAL AND URBAN SETTINGS IN SELECTED AREAS OF 
INTERVENTION 

94 B.2 Design and launch incentive rebate 
program for farmers 

  X   Delayed. 
Incentive rebate 
program drafted. 

 Launch rebate 
program in Y1-Q4. 
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95 B.2 Identify at least one industry willing to 
reduce water use 

   X  On time. 
Identification in 
progress in 
consultation with the 
ALI. 

 Awaiting proposals for 
partnerships with local 
industries. 
Cooperation with ALI 
to enhance industrial 
participation. 

96 B.2 Secure commitments of at least 20 
farmers to switch to more efficient 
irrigation technologies 

    X    

97 B.2 Develop and give at least five 
presentations to chambers of 
commerce and industry associations on 
ISO 14045/46 

    X    

98 B.2 Continue working with farmers and 
industries to reduce water use. 

    X    

 B.3. INCREASE CIVIL SOCIETY ENGAGEMENT IN IMPROVING WATER USE BEHAVIOR FOR ENVIRONMENT AND WATER RESOURCES 
PROTECTION 

99 B.3 Forge partnerships with municipal 
governments in the Litani Basin 

  X   Delayed. 
Although LWP has 
held meetings with 
multiple municipal 
board members and 
federations of 
municipalities around 
the Litani River Basin, 
this activity was 
delayed due to 
municipal elections 
and the election of 
new heads of 
federations. 

 LWP will organize a 
workshop with 
municipalities of Beqaa 
in Y1-Q4. The 
workshop will result in 
a charter for reducing 
pollution and 
protecting the Litani 
River Basin. 
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100 B.3 Hold at least four meetings with 
industry associations on water 
conservation issues 

   X  On time. 
Refer to deliverable 
No.95. 

 Meetings will be held 
based on identification 
results. 

101 B.3 Develop prize concept for industries 
that voluntarily reduce pollution 

   X  On time. 
Prize concept under 
design. 

 Roll-out in Y2. 

102 B.3 Identify media personalities and 
programs interested in water issues and 
plan program highlighting water issues 
in Lebanon 

  X   Delayed. 
Media personalities 
identified but not 
contacted. 

 LWP communications 
team will align this 
activity with other 
LWP activities for a 
more targeted 
communications 
approach and will be 
contacting media 
personalities in Y1-Q4. 

103 B.3 Establish partnerships with at least 20 
municipal governments around water 
use, management, and protection 
activities 

    X    

104 B.3 Co-sponsor at least one river clean-up 
day in the Litani Basin 

    X    

105 B.3 Develop initial education materials on 
water resources and conservation 
strategies for use in schools 

    X    

106 B.3 Launch support for student research 
on water-related challenges 

    X    

107 B.3 At least 20 schools will be using LWP-
developed materials on water 
resources, and supporting 
research/studies by students on water-
related challenges in the Litani Basin 

    X    
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RESULT B: IMPROVE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN WATER MANAGEMENT & ADVANCE CITIZENS PERCEPTIONS OF RWES 
AND LRA ROLE IN PROVIDING A NECESSARY & VALUABLE SERVICE 

Del. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected 
Completion Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

108 B.3 Partnerships will be established with 
industry associations to conduct water 
audits, co-sponsor workshops on water 
conservation technologies, and award 
annual prizes to industries that 
significantly reduce water use or 
pollution 

    X    

109 B.3 At least three media campaigns will be 
aired on water resources and 
conservation challenges in Lebanon 

    X    

110 B.3 Engage at least one civil society group 
or citizen's organization per area of 
intervention to identify and implement 
locally appropriate solutions for 
improved water use behavior for 
environment and water resources 
protection 

    X    
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RESULT C: IMPROVE PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT IN WATER 
MANAGEMENT 

TASK C.1. DEVELOP A PILOT PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE 

WATER SUPPLY, WASTEWATER, OR IRRIGATION SERVICE DELIVERY 

Private Sector Participation (PSP) was at the forefront of LWP activities during this quarter. Multiple 
potential areas are being tackled where PSP can be introduced. These areas relate primarily to RWEs, 
LRA, and farmers at large with the main target to reduce NRW and enhance water conservation.  

The LWP initiated a partnership agreement between the BWE and CashUnited during Y1-Q3 as 
explained in Task A.2.  The second part of this partnership agreement is its implementation.  LWP has 
been working with the BWE to respond to comments from the MoF during the quarter as well as 
initiating a second partnership between the NLWE and CashUnited.  This second partnership is currently 
being introduced to the NLWE Board of Directors and will need MoEW and MoF approval before a 
contract can be signed.  These agreements will be considered complete once the contract has been signed 
between the two RWEs and CashUnited. 

LWP continued working with National Instruments and their private sector team on the development of 
a predictive maintenance program for the Jezzine Pump Station.  The predictive maintenance technology, 
if implemented, will improve water supply by reducing pump down time for maintenance and repair. A 
simulation is being developed by the National Instruments team to be shown to the SLWE management 
prior to moving forward with a pilot project.  There is a significant amount of interest in this program 
from the SLWE, BMLWE, and the NLWE.   

Another effort to enhance PSP is the Hrach Hydropower Plant Initiative. Building on a previous 
feasibility study, LWP chose the Hrach Hydropower Plant for a potential PPP benefitting BMLWE. In 
fact, LWP team reviewed a recent feasibility study that highlights main rehabilitation activities that are 
needed for the plant to become operational. However, this feasibility study examined the Hrach plant as a 
stand-alone source for renewable energy production that could attract private sector investments. LWP 
has taken this initiative a step further and has linked it to the energy needs of the nearby Jeita Pump 
Station, which feeds the Metn Area. The preliminary findings LWP presented to the BMLWE raised the 
DG’s interest and he agreed to push the feasibility study to a more advanced stage. 

During this quarter, LWP finalized the scope of work for the consultant/short term technical advisor to 
conduct an assessment of the Hrach Hydropower Plant rehabilitation. The purpose of this consultancy is 
to understand the feasibility of the rehabilitation and its potential to reduce energy costs and expenses of 
the Jeita Pump Station while calculating the rate of return on the investment. Also, LWP has moved 
forward with this initiative and has met with private sector financial institutions to gauge their business 
interest in financing the Hrach Hydropower Plant. Next steps involve discussing the matter with 
BMLWE’s DG to assess his interest in rehabilitation through private financing versus capital investment 
from BMLWE. Based on the discussion results, LWP will decide on options for next steps. 

Another area with PSP potential is the initiative to offer a services bundle (undertake leak detection, 
NRW reduction, and O&M) to the RWEs. This initiative was first raised to BMLWE, who did not 
express interest. The second attempt was to raise it to NLWE who was clearly interested in it and 
requested LWP to further investigate its potential. The LWP team has initiated contacts with relevant 
qualified private sector entities and next steps will be developed during the upcoming quarter. 

TASK C.2. DEVELOP AT LEAST ONE PILOT PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERSHIP TO 

LEVERAGE THE FUNDING OF INNOVATIVE WATER CONSERVATION 

TECHNOLOGIES 

As part of LWP efforts to help farmers in the Litani River Basin, the Beqaa, and Northern Lebanon, 
LWP is currently working on a framework cooperation agreement with private suppliers of advanced 
agricultural equipment (including irrigation equipment) to support farmers in water conservation efforts. 
The idea is to provide farmers innovative grants with an incentive rebate program through this 
agreement. The rebate program has been drafted and next step is to secure the commitment of the private 
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sector suppliers to support the incentive rebate program along with launching the incentive rebate 
program in Y2. 

LWP is working with the dairy industry, through the Zahleh Chamber of Commerce, to use process water 
that is currently a by-product (whey) of the milk producing process.  This by-product is currently being 
disposed directly into the Litani River.  The Zahleh Chamber of Commerce prepared a grant application 
as part of Task A.6 with the industrial private sector.  The project was moved to Task C.2 as the 
proposed biogas reactor is considered an innovative water conservation and reuse technology.  This 
application is still under review and the industry is proposing a 50 percent match in the form of cost 
share. 

TASK C.3. DEVELOP AT LEAST ONE PILOT PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERSHIP TO 

IMPROVE WATER USAGE AWARENESS 

During this quarter, LWP teamed up with ALI to identify potential industries, such as the stone cutting 
industry and the aluminum industry, willing to engage in water conservation initiatives as well as promote 
proper water usage. LWP will keep moving forward during the upcoming quarters. 

During the upcoming quarter, LWP will follow-up with ALI and reach an agreement with industries 
interested and willing to engage in water conservation efforts and water usage with their employees. 

For detailed information related to all activities under the tasks of Result C, please refer to the table 
below. 
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RESULT C TABLE OF ACTIVITIES AND DELIVERABLES 

RESULT C: IMPROVE PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT IN WATER MANAGEMENT 

Deliv. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected 
Completion Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

C.1. DEVELOP A PILOT SECTOR PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE WATER SUPPLY, WASTEWATER, OR IRRIGATION SERVICE DELIVERY 

113 C.1 Develop at least two service contracts 
with RWEs for private sector support 
in improving billings and/or reducing 
NRW 

   X  On time. 
LWP is currently 
working with the BWE 
to respond to MoF 
questions and 
comments on the 
agreement with 
CashUnited for billing 
and collection.  This 
step is a follow on to 
the initiation of the 
process through the 
acceptance of the 
BWE Board of 
Directors.   LWP has 
initiated conversations 
between the NLWE 
and CashUnited to for 
billing and collections 
services. 

For the BWE, the 
following are primary 
challenges that need to 
be addressed (1) 
technical software 
integration and means 
to view customer 
database and payment 
profiles, (2) highlight 
incentives/advantages 
for both entities, (3) 
gradual improvement 
of collection 
percentage, and (4) 
potential problem with 
integrating contracted 
bill collectors under 
the CashUnited 
partnership agreement. 
For the NLWE, the 
challenge is convincing 
the Board of Directors 
of the value and 
getting their approval. 

Identification of 
solutions for proper 
technical integration is 
underway. Integration 
will be done under 
ERP development for 
NLWE and under 
existing ERP in BWE. 
CashUnited has offered 
solutions for 
integrating contracted 
bill collectors at RWEs. 
An additional PSP 
initiative for LWP is 
developing a model 
performance contract. 
O&M (leak detection 
and repair, illegal 
connection, network 
repairs, NRW 
reduction), and service 
contracts with 
customer meter 
reading, billing, and 
collection. 
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RESULT C: IMPROVE PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT IN WATER MANAGEMENT 

Deliv. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected 
Completion Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

114 C.1 Form partnership with irrigation 
equipment supplier to support farmer 
transition to more efficient irrigation 
technologies 

  X   Delayed. 
Meeting held to 
negotiate cooperative 
agreements with local 
manufacturers 
(Robinson Agri, 
Debbane Agri, Unifert) 
of drip irrigation for 
improved irrigation 
efficiency. 
The incentive rebate 
program and 
framework 
cooperation agreement 
drafted.  

Promoting the 
incentive rebate 
program with farmers. 

Identify supporting 
mechanisms for 
permanent 
financing/sustainability 
through subsidized 
loans within the GoL 
and microcredit from 
the financing 
institutions and local 
banks. 
Promote partnership 
through LRA and 
NGOs using the 
Incentive Rebate 
Fund. 

115 C.1 At least three of the four RWEs will be 
using service and performance based 
contracts with private companies to 
improve operations, deliver improved 
services, and manage wastewater 
treatment facilities 

    X On time.  
Scope of work for 
wastewater facilities 
assessment drafted and 
development of 
performance based 
O&M service contract 
drafted. 

Overlap in municipality 
operated facilities. 
Financial capacity of 
RWE for O&M of the 
WWTP/achieve cost 
recovery. 
Identifying potential 
financial subsidies for 
O&M service contracts 
for main facilities. 

Initiate discussions 
between stakeholders 
on WWTP subscription 
fees or other cost 
recovery methods. 
Based on results of the 
assessment,    
LWP will draft 
performance based 
contracts to outsource 
the O&M of key 
treatment facilities 

C.2. DEVELOP AT LEAST ONE PILOT PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERSHIP TO LEVERAGE THE FUNDING OF INNOVATIVE WATER CONSERVATION 
TECHNOLOGIES 
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RESULT C: IMPROVE PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT IN WATER MANAGEMENT 

Deliv. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected 
Completion Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

116 C.2 Develop incentive-rebate model to 
spur the transition of farmers to more 
efficient irrigation technologies 

  X   On time.  
Incentive rebate 
program and 
framework 
cooperation agreement 
drafted. 

Promoting incentive 
rebate program jointly 
with service provider. 
Convincing farmers to 
switch to new 
technologies when 
they are not paying for 
irrigation water.  

Preparing a half-day 
workshop to present 
the incentive rebate 
program to farmers.  
Finalizing the 
framework cooperation 
agreement between 
LWP and irrigation 
technologies firms.  

117 C.2 Launch innovations grants fund   X   Delayed. 
An innovative grants 
framework has been 
initiated between 
farmers and farm 
equipment suppliers 
through an incentive 
grants project.  An 
application is currently 
under review for water 
conservation from the 
Zahleh Chamber of 
Commerce.   

Identifying a project 
that has adopted an 
innovative and 
exceptional approach.  

Projects under this 
grant activity need to 
be selected and the 
incentive rebate 
program established.   

118 C.2 Award at least 10 innovation grants to 
develop/promote more efficient water 
use by farmers, industries, and 
households 

    X    

C.3. DEVELOP AT LEAST ONE PILOT PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE WATER USAGE AWARENESS 

119 C.3 Identify at least three interested 
sectors/industries interested in 
improving water conservation 

   X  On time. 
Concept note drafted 
and initial screening of 

Convincing industries 
that use water and 
have access to wells to 

Launch the incentive 
rebate program with 
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RESULT C: IMPROVE PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT IN WATER MANAGEMENT 

Deliv. 
No. 

Task & Activities 

Expected 
Completion Y1 

Y2-
5 

Status of Activity Challenges 
Next Steps or 
Mitigating 
Measures 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4     

industries completed in 
coordination with ALI.  
Framework 
cooperation agreement 
between LWP and ALI 
is currently being 
drafted. 

invest in improving 
water conservation. 

specific targeted 
industries.  
Support the program 
with awareness sessions 
to targeted industries.  

120 C.3 Launch at least one pilot with industry 
to improve water use awareness among 
their members (Select pilot in Year 1 
for launch in Year 2) 

    X Working with ALI to 
identify industries to 
launch water use 
awareness program.  

 Continue working to 
identify industries 
including further 
discussion with the 
stone cutters. 

121 C.3 Establish at least five programs with 
industry and business associations, and 
media to improve water use among 
their members and by the general 
public 

    X    
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ANNEX A – MONITORING AND 

EVALUATION REPORTING  

LWP THEORY OF CHANGE 

If LWP can improve service delivery and resource management capacity of the public water utilities, improve 
civic engagement in water management, and advance citizens’ perception of water utilities’ role in providing a 
necessary and valuable service, then LWP will be able to improve water governance and protection to ensure 
reliable and sustainable access to water in Lebanon. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE M&E PLAN 

LWP M&E team developed the project monitoring and evaluation plan (M&E Plan) with support from sub-
contractor Cloudburst Consulting Group and in close coordination with Social Impact’s monitoring and 
evaluation specialists. LWP’s results framework directly supports USAID/Lebanon’s Country Development 
Cooperation Strategy (CDCS), specifically its Development Objective (DO) 1 as detailed below. The M&E 
Plan is subsequently organized by LWP’s two project-level purposes, corresponding to Results A and B of the 
work plan, with Result C as crosscutting. The LWP framework delineates results at three levels: output, 
outcome, and impact.  

USAID/Lebanon’s goal under the CDCS is “improved accountability and credibility of public institutions, and broader 
economic prosperity” and will be achieved through two Development Objectives (1) and (2), their Intermediate 
Results (IR) and associated Sub-Intermediate Results (Sub-IR). LWP will support DO (1) and its IR and Sub-
IRs. Below is a brief description of DO (1) and IRs relevant to LWP: 

DO 1: Improved capacity of the public sector in providing transparent quality services across Lebanon. 

o IR 1.2: Improved availability of water-related public services for all in Lebanon 

 Sub-IR 1.2.1: Increased efficiency of water management. 

 Sub-IR 1.2.2: Improved water infrastructure 

o IR 1.3: Improved governance in addressing citizens’ needs in public service delivery 

o IR 1.4: Strengthened civil society contributing effectively to participatory and democratic governance. 

The LWP objective is directly linked to DO (1) above.  Purpose A of the M&E plan “Improved service delivery 
and resource management capacity of five public water utilities” contributes specifically to IR 1.2 above, while Sub-
purposes A.1 and A.2 of the M&E plan directly support Sub-IR 1.2.1 and Sub-Purpose A.3 contributes to 
Sub-IR 1.2.2 as described above. 

Also, Purpose B of the M&E plan “Improved civic engagement in water management and advance citizens’ perception of 
water utilities’ role in providing a necessary and valuable service” contributes directly to IR 1.3 and to IR 1.4 as 
described above. Purpose B will be supported by two sub-purposes, namely sub-purpose B.1: “Improved water 
use efficiency in agriculture and industry” and sub-purpose B.2: “Increased citizen awareness and enhanced perception on 
water resource management and conservation”. 

The M&E plan described above is currently pending approval from USAID/Lebanon. 
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SELECTING INDICATORS  

Most indicators for the M&E Plan were selected from USAID/Lebanon’s PMP indicators list specific to the 
intermediate results that LWP supports (mentioned above). Other indicators were selected from LWP’s 
minimum performance standards that were set in the contract, in addition to indicators necessary for tracking 
progress towards the sub-purpose and purpose. 

To measure progress, the M&E Plan includes 2 impact indicators, 15 outcome indicators, and 12 output 
indicators. 

SETTING TARGETS  

Targets for the above indicators were set by senior management based on minimum performance standards 
that were set in the LWP contract, and by technical team leads based on work plan activities. 

SETTING UP THE M&E DATABASE 

LWP’s M&E database will be embedded in DAI’s Technical and Administrative Management Information 
System (TAMIS). The final list of indicators and indicator tracking table will be built-into TAMIS by technical 
staff in DAI’s home office. The M&E and technical team members will report any raw data into TAMIS. 

TRAINING ON M&E PLAN, DATA COLLECTION, DATA QUALITY 

All staff training on M&E are pending the final approval from USAID on the proposed M&E plan. 

DATA COLLECTION  

Indicators Monitoring Table 

The table below presents baseline data, achieved outputs, outcomes and impacts, and targets. During the first 
two quarters of LWP, technical teams identified four demonstration areas and conducted various assessments 
and analyses to prepare the grounds for implementing activities. In order to show and attribute the achieved 
impact of LWP, data for indicators will be collected to reflect areas of intervention within RWEs’ 
demonstration areas, and not the whole area of RWE coverage. Until technical teams finalize the areas of 
intervention, the M&E team will not be able to establish baselines and start data collection. So far, specific 
areas of interventions for BMLWE and NLWE have been finalized, whereas those for BWE and SLWE are 
still pending and more discussions with DGs are needed. 

Some indicators are simple counts such as number of initiatives, number of people trained, and number of 
media campaigns. Other indicators need data processing, such as non-revenue water, cost recovery, and 
percentage of wasteful uses of water, among others. Data collection for these latter indicators is divided into 
three categories: 

 Data collected from RWEs: Data from RWE databases include number of total subscribers, number of 
new subscribers, lost service hours, collection rates, non-revenue water, total expenses, total revenues, 
and cost recovery. These data are available at RWEs annually by the end of March, coinciding with the 
deadline for RWEs to report on their data to the MoEW. In coordination with utility coordinators, the 
M&E team prepared and sent out letters to NLWE and BMLWE, to officially request baseline data. 
Baseline data will be requested from SLWE and BWE as soon as intervention areas are identified within 
their respective demonstration areas. Baseline data will also be collected from LRA.   

 Data collected from farms and industries: These data are collected and documented by farm and 
industry owners either by estimation or from meter readings (if missing, then after installation of meters) 
at the farm and industry level. Data will be available as soon as the technical teams identify farms and 
industries where intervention on water efficiency will be implemented. 
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 Data collected from the Citizen Perception and Satisfaction Survey: Data for this category will be 
available upon completion of the baseline survey by mid-July 2016, the midterm survey in Year 3, and 
final evaluation survey in Year 5. 

The only indicators with tangible data are those related to the capacity building component of LWP, namely, 
indicators A.5 and A.7. All other indicators are reported as zero achieved for the first semi-annual period of 
LWP. Targets for these indicators are also zero for this period. 

CITIZEN PERCEPTION AND SATISFACTION SURVEY (CPSS) 

In Y1-Q2, LWP’s M&E team kick-started the solicitation process for the CPSS. In coordination with Social 
Impact and previous water projects that conducted similar surveys, the M&E team identified a list of nine 
survey firms and sent out an RFP for a limited solicitation process. LWP received seven proposals that were 
evaluated by a committee comprised of three team members led by the Subcontracts/Grants Manager from 
the LWP procurement department. On May 10, 2016, LWP awarded to Information International its first 
CPSS. Information International launched its field activities in June 2016 in five villages of each of the 
demonstration areas. The purpose of this survey is to collect data on customer views and perceptions on the 
effectiveness and legitimacy of the RWEs and LRA as service providers. It will also help with tracking 
citizens’ perceptions over the lifetime of LWP and with assessing their stance and behavior as to adopting 
water conservation measures. While this survey is the first for LWP, others are planned in the lifetime of 
LWP in order to measure future improvement in satisfaction created by LWP activities and investments. 
These CPSS surveys will be used to guide all LWP activities and align them with citizens’ priorities. The 
results of this first CPSS survey will be finalized in Y1-Q4. 
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INDICATORS MONITORING TABLE* 

Reference Indicator  Disaggregation Target Unit 
Reporting 

Frequency 
Baseline 

Year I (Oct 2015 to Sept 2016) LOP Total Notes 

Year 1 

Target 

Semi-

Annual 

1 

Achiev

ed 

Semi-

Annual 2 

Achieved 

Target Achieved 

LWP Objective: Improved water governance and protection to ensure reliable and sustainable access to water in Lebanon 

USAID Lebanon Mission Objective:  Improved capacity of the public sector in providing transparent, quality services across Lebanon 

Impact Indicators 

G1. 

(DO 1b) 

Percentage of water 

customers indicating 

satisfaction with their 

water service 

Total 

Percentage 

of 

customers 

Baseline, 

Midline, 

End line 

72.4% 

 
To be reported in year 

3 

(+15%) 

83% 
- 

 

Males - - - 

Females - - - 

NLWE - - - 

BWE - - - 

BMLWE - - - 

SLWE - - - 

G2. 

(DO 1 d) 

Number of entities 

with enhanced 

capacity as a result of 

USG support 

None  
Number of 

entities 

End of 

project 
0  

To be reported in  

year 5 
- - 

 

Purpose A : Improved service delivery and resource management capacity of five public water utilities 

USAID PMP IR 1.2: Increased availability of water-related public services for all in Lebanon 

 

NLWE Annual TBD* -- - (+15%) -  

                                                      

* Indicators are not final as the M&E Plan has not been approved. 
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Reference Indicator  Disaggregation Target Unit 
Reporting 

Frequency 
Baseline 

Year I (Oct 2015 to Sept 2016) LOP Total Notes 

Year 1 

Target 

Semi-

Annual 

1 

Achiev

ed 

Semi-

Annual 2 

Achieved 

Target Achieved 

P1. 

(IR1.2c) 

Percentage of cost 

recovery in the 

targeted water 

establishments 

BWE 

Percentage 

of monetary 

value 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

BMLWE 

SLWE 

 

LRA 

P2. 

(IR1.2b) 

Number of new 

subscribers to the 

public water services 

as a result of USG 

assistance 

Total 

Number of 

subscribers 
Annual 0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

TBD* 

  
- 

 

NLWE 

BWE 

BMLWE 

SLWE 

 

P3. 

Number of Lebanese 

citizens receiving 

improved water 

service quality as a 

result of LWP 

Total 

Number of 

people 
Annual 0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

600,000 

 

- 

 

Males - 

Females - 

NLWE - 

BWE - 

BMLWE - 

SLWE - 

P4. 
Percentage change in 

non-revenue water 

NLWE 
Percentage 

of cubic 

meters 

Annual TBD* - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

(+15%) - 

 

BWE 

BMLWE 

SLWE 

P5. 
NLWE Percentage 

of hours 
Annual TBD* - - (+15%) - 

 

BWE 
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Reference Indicator  Disaggregation Target Unit 
Reporting 

Frequency 
Baseline 

Year I (Oct 2015 to Sept 2016) LOP Total Notes 

Year 1 

Target 

Semi-

Annual 

1 

Achiev

ed 

Semi-

Annual 2 

Achieved 

Target Achieved 

Percentage change in 

number of lost 

service hours 

BMLWE To be 

reported in 

Q4 
SLWE 

Sub-Purpose A1: Enhanced capacity of RWEs and LRA 

USAID PMP IR1.2.1: Increased efficiency of water management 

 

S1. 

(1.2.1a) 

Percentage of water 

users who pay their 

bills 

NLWE 
Percentage 

of 

subscribers 

Annual TBD* - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

(+15%) 
 

- 

 

BWE 

BMLWE 

SLWE 

S2. 

Water service 

provider assessment 

score 

NLWE 

Index score Annual TBD - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

TBD - 

Baseline and target 

will be determined 

after conducting 

the baseline 

assessment. 

BWE 

BMLWE 

SLWE 

LRA 

Outputs  

O1. 

(1.2.1c) 

Number of 

participants in on-

the-job training and 

workshops 

Total 

Number of 

people 

Semi-

Annual 
0 

60 49 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

330 49 A training was 

held in BMLWE 

for 49 key users on 

ERP functional 

and financial 

processes. 

Males - 23 - 23 

Females - 26 - 26 

NLWE - - - - 

BWE -  -  

BMLWE - 49 - 49 

SLWE - - - - 

LRA - - - - 

Certified - - - - 

O2. NLWE 3 1 - 9 -  
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Reference Indicator  Disaggregation Target Unit 
Reporting 

Frequency 
Baseline 

Year I (Oct 2015 to Sept 2016) LOP Total Notes 

Year 1 

Target 

Semi-

Annual 

1 

Achiev

ed 

Semi-

Annual 2 

Achieved 

Target Achieved 

Number of 

new/updated 

management tools 

developed for RWEs 

and LRA 

BWE 

Number of 

tools 

Semi-

Annual 

8 2 - 
To be 

reported in 

Q4 

4 - 

BMLWE 5 3 - 5 - 

SLWE 8 2 - 10 - 

LRA 3 0 - 1 - 

Sub-purpose A2: Improved water conservation and protection 

USAID PMP IR1.2.1 Increased efficiency of water management 

 

S3. 

Percentage change in 

efficiency of 

irrigation systems 

None 
Percentage 

of m3 
Annual 65% -  

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

(+10%) 

71.5% 
- 

 

S4. 
Volume of water 

treated 

Potable Cubic 

meters 
Annual 0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

TBD - 

 

Wastewater 

Outputs  

O3. 

Number of new 

water resource 

conservation and 

protection initiatives 

None Number of 

initiatives 
Annual 0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

2 - 

 

O4. 

Number of water 

quality assurance 

plans developed for 

RWEs 

None Number of 

plans 
Annual 0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

4 - 

 

Sub-Purpose A3: Improved water service infrastructure 

USAID PMP IR1.2.2: improved water service infrastructure 

 

NLWE Annual TBD* -  (-10%) -  
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Reference Indicator  Disaggregation Target Unit 
Reporting 

Frequency 
Baseline 

Year I (Oct 2015 to Sept 2016) LOP Total Notes 

Year 1 

Target 

Semi-

Annual 

1 

Achiev

ed 

Semi-

Annual 2 

Achieved 

Target Achieved 

S5. 

(IR 

1.2.2a) 

Percentage of 

technical losses of 

water in target 

service areas 

BWE 
Percentage 

of cubic 

meters 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

BMLWE 

SLWE 

Outputs 

O5. 

(1.2.2b) 

Number of 

functioning water 

facilities constructed 

or rehabilitated with 

USG assistance 

Total 

Number of 

facilities 

Semi-

Annual 
0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

10 - 

 

NLWE 

BWE 

BMLWE 

SLWE 

LRA 

Purpose B : Improved civic engagement in water management and advanced citizens' perception of water utilities role in providing a necessary and valuable 

service 

USAID PMP IR1.3: Improved governance in addressing citizens' needs in public service delivery 

USAID PMP IR1.4: Strengthen civil society contributing effectively to participatory and democratic governance 

P6. 

Percentage change in 

wasteful uses of 

water in both rural 

and urban settings 

Industry 
Percentage 

of Cubic 

meters 

Annual TBD - - 

To be 

reported 

upon 

selection of 

industry/ 

agriculture 

(-15%) - 

The baseline will 

be calculated 

directly from 

industries and 

farms after 

selection. 

Agriculture 

P7. 

Percentage of 

citizens who trust 

RWEs as public 

Total 

Percentage 

of people 

Baseline, 

Midline, 

Endline 

38% 

- - - - - 

Male and female 

values are 

percentages of 

total male and total 

Males 40% 

Females 34.1% 

Koura TBD 
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Reference Indicator  Disaggregation Target Unit 
Reporting 

Frequency 
Baseline 

Year I (Oct 2015 to Sept 2016) LOP Total Notes 

Year 1 

Target 

Semi-

Annual 

1 

Achiev

ed 

Semi-

Annual 2 

Achieved 

Target Achieved 

water service 

providers  

Zahle TBD female 

respondents  Metn TBD 

Jezzine TBD 

Sub-Purpose B1: Improve water use efficiency in agriculture and industry 

IR1.2.1: Increased efficiency of water management 

 

S6. 

Number of 

organizations and 

farmers who have 

applied new water 

saving technologies 

and/or management 

practices 

Total 

Number of 

organizatio

ns 

Annual 0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

5 - 

 

Agriculture 

Industry 

Women Led 

Outputs  

O6. 

(STIR-2) 

Number of tools, 

technologies, or 

practices introduced 

to the commercial 

sector 

None 

Numbers of 

tools and 

technologie

s 

Annual 0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

5 - 

 

O7. 

(1.2.1b) 

Number of water 

users trained on 

conservation and 

preservation of water 

resources 

Total 

Number of 

people 

Semi-

Annual 
0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

80 - 

 

Males 

Females 
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Reference Indicator  Disaggregation Target Unit 
Reporting 

Frequency 
Baseline 

Year I (Oct 2015 to Sept 2016) LOP Total Notes 

Year 1 

Target 

Semi-

Annual 

1 

Achiev

ed 

Semi-

Annual 2 

Achieved 

Target Achieved 

Sub-Purpose B2: Increased citizens awareness and enhanced perception on water resource management and conservation  

S7. 

Percentage of 

citizens who have 

taken steps to 

conserve water after 

seeing or hearing 

LWP messages 

Total 

Percentage 

of people 

Baseline, 

Midline, 

Endline 

0 - 
To be reported in year 

3 
(+25%) - 

 

Males 

Females 

Koura 

Zahle 

Metn 

Jezzine 

S8. 

Percentage of 

customers satisfied 

with the response of 

customer centers of 

RWEs 

Total 

Percentage 

of people 

Baseline, 

Midline, 

Endline 

71.7% 

- 
To be reported in year 

3 
TBD   

 

Males TBD 

Females TBD 

Koura TBD 

Zahle TBD 

Metn TBD 

Jezzine TBD 

Outputs  

O8. 

Number of media 

campaigns that 

address water 

scarcity, water as a 

public good, and 

water as a service 

Total 
Number of 

media 

campaigns 

Annual 0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

7 - 

 

Targeting 

females 
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Reference Indicator  Disaggregation Target Unit 
Reporting 

Frequency 
Baseline 

Year I (Oct 2015 to Sept 2016) LOP Total Notes 

Year 1 

Target 

Semi-

Annual 

1 

Achiev

ed 

Semi-

Annual 2 

Achieved 

Target Achieved 

O9. 

Number of citizens 

reached through 

media campaigns 

addressing water 

scarcity, water as a 

public good and 

water as a service 

 
Number of 

people 
Annual 0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

TBD - 

 

O10. 

Number of USAID-

assisted CSOs 

engaged in 

community, regional, 

and national 

programs 

Total 

Number of 

CSOs 
Annual 0 - - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

5 - 

 

Area of 

intervention 

Women Led 

O11. 

Number of customer 

service related 

interventions 

Total 

Number of 

intervention

s 

Annual 0 4 - 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 

TBD - 

Baseline and target 

for this indicator 

will be determined 

after completing 

the baseline 

survey. 

NLWE 

BWE 

BMLWE 

SLWE 

LRA 

Purpose C: Improved private sector involvement in water management (cross-cutting)  

O12. 
Number of PSPs 

piloted and 
Total  

Number of 

PSPs 
Annual 0 - - 6 - 
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Reference Indicator  Disaggregation Target Unit 
Reporting 

Frequency 
Baseline 

Year I (Oct 2015 to Sept 2016) LOP Total Notes 

Year 1 

Target 

Semi-

Annual 

1 

Achiev

ed 

Semi-

Annual 2 

Achieved 

Target Achieved 

developed to 

improve water 

service delivery, 

leverage funding, or 

improve water use 

behavior 

PPPs 

To be 

reported in 

Q4 
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ANNEX B – SUMMARY OF GRANTS 

No grants were issued during Year 1-Q3. However, LWP grants are expected to be issued in Y1-Q4. 

Grantee Organization Purpose of Grant Amount of Grant Grantee Achievements 
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ANNEX C – SUMMARY OF TRAININGS 

No training sessions were delivered during Y1-Q3. Next training sessions are planned for Y1-Q4. 

Training Title Training Date 
Number of 

Participants 
Purpose of Training 

  Female Male  
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ANNEX D – SUMMARY OF GENDER 

INTEGRATION ACTIVITIES 

Below is a brief description of LWP gender integration and mainstreaming activities for Y1-Q3.  

Activity Name Activity Date Activity Description 

Gender points in Grants RFA 04/25/2016 The Grants RFA, included as part of its evaluation criteria, 5 points for the 

presence of women in key positions in these organizations.   

Potential Grantee Field Visits  06/08/2016: Rural Delights  

06/09/2016: World Vision 

06/09/2016: Chamber of Commerce, 

Industry and Agriculture, Zahle and 

Beqaa (CCIAZ). 

06/13/2016: Salam Association 

06/24/2016: University of Balamand 

Environmental Club. 

LWP’s Gender Team Lead conducted multiple field visits to potential LWP 

grantees and interviewed stakeholders in order to map existing gender 

activities of these organizations as well as potential future LWP gender 

integration activities (in the event of selection of organization as LWP 

grantee). 

Gender Consideration in RFTOP   All RFTOP issued during Y1-Q3 gave priority in consideration to women 

who are part of the IQC holders teams. 
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ANNEX E – SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENTS 

Below is a brief description of LWP assessments for Y1-Q3  

Assessment Name Assessment Dates Brief Activity Description 

GIS Assessment  March 2016 – May 2016 This assessment is part of Task A.1. Strengthen RWEs and LRA Planning 
and Internal Operations Management. Please refer to said task in this report 
for additional details.  

 

LRA Irrigation Rapid Assessment  March 2016 – June 2016 This assessment is part of Task A.8. Improve the Efficiency of Irrigation 

Systems in Selected Areas. Please refer to said task in this report for 

additional details. 

Host Communities Needs Assessment March 2016 – Present (on-going) This assessment is part of Task A.6. Improve Communal Water Service 

Delivery.  Please refer to said task in this report for additional details.  

Zahleh Water Meters Assessment 

Report 

April 2016 – Present  This assessment is part of Task A.3. Reduce Non-Revenue Water Losses. 

Please refer to said task in this report for additional details. 

Assessment of Public Potable Water 

Networks and Facilities in Jezzine Caza 

May 2016 – Present (on-going) This assessment is part of Task A.7. Improve and Expand Water Services for 

Lebanese Citizens.  Please refer to said task in this report for additional 

details. 

Assessment of Public Potable Water 

Networks and Facilities in Metn Caza 

May 2016 – Present (on-going) This assessment is part of Task A.7. Improve and Expand Water Services for 

Lebanese Citizens.  Please refer to said task in this report for additional 

details. 

Assessment of Public Potable Water 

Networks and Facilities in Koura Caza 

June 2016 – Present (on-going) This assessment is part of Task A.7. Improve and Expand Water Services for 

Lebanese Citizens.  Please refer to said task in this report for additional 

details. 
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Assessment  of Small Wastewater 

Treatment Plants in Lebanon 

Assessment 

June 2016 – Present (on-going) This assessment is part of Task A.9. Support the Development of Context 

Appropriate Models for Sanitation Service and Sewage Management. Please 

refer to said task in this report for additional details. 

Assessments of River Gauging Stations 

in Lebanon 

June 2016 – Present (on-going) This assessment is part of Task A.10. Improve Water Resources 

Conservation/Protection in the Litani River Basin. Please refer to said task in 

this report for additional details. 
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ANNEX F – SUMMARY OF SHORT TERM 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Below is a summary of all STTAs for Y1-Q3. 

Name Title Organization Purpose of Assignment STTA Duration 

        From To 

Philip Giantris 
President, ValuAdd 

Management Services  

ValuAdd 

Management 

Services  

Develop Performance 

Improvement Action Plans, 

prepare/document capital 

investments programs, finalize 

5-year budget forecasts, and 

finalize business plan excel 

models for the Water 

Establishments. Document 

current condition assessment, 

establish base year financials, 

and establish strategic goals 

for the Litani River Authority.  

04/13/2016 04/27/2016 

Esida Lekbello 
Water Supply & Wastewater 

Engineer  

ValuAdd 

Management 

Services  

Develop Performance 

Improvement Action Plans, 

prepare/document capital 

investments programs, finalize 

5-year budget forecasts, and 

finalize business plan excel 

models for the Water 

Establishments. Document 

current condition assessment, 

04/13/2016 04/27/2016 
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Name Title Organization Purpose of Assignment STTA Duration 

        From To 

establish base year financials, 

and establish strategic goals 

for the Litani River Authority.  

Ahmad Al-

Azzam 
Financial Specialist  

Allied Business 

Advisors (ABA) 

Review end of year closing 

and reporting requirements at 

SLWE. Review HR and 

payroll cycle, verify 

requirements and check for 

system modifications at 

NLWE. Meet with Microsoft 

to discuss available data, 

Microsoft requirements, future 

plans and conditions for 

cooperation at all the RWEs. 

04/17/2016 04/21/2016 

Ramez Mallouk IT Expert  ABA 

Review HR and payroll cycle, 

verify requirements and check 

for system modifications at 

NLWE. Meet with Microsoft 

to discuss available data, 

Microsoft requirements, future 

plans and conditions for 

cooperation at all the RWEs. 

Review NLWE ERP 

infrastructure and discuss 

future requirements with 

NLWE IT team. 

04/17/2016 04/21/2016 
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Name Title Organization Purpose of Assignment STTA Duration 

        From To 

Ahmad Al-

Azzam 
Financial Specialist  ABA 

Review cut-off accounts for 

year 2016, assess system key 

reports, and agree on 

governance outline at SLWE. 

Finalize Chart of Account, 

prepare system required 

financial entries, advise ERP 

team on process and financial 

issues while preparing first 

system design, and review 

system design, verify 

requirements and check for 

system modifications for HR 

& Payroll, Billing and 

Procurement from financial 

and process perspective at 

NLWE. Present first draft 

design to NLWE ERP key 

user committee, and obtain its 

feedback at the NLWE. 

05/08/2016 05/27/2016 

Ramez Mallouk IT Expert ABA 

Supervise ERP team from 

technical perspective while 

preparing first system design, 

review system design, verify 

requirements and check for 

system modifications for HR 

& Payroll, Billing and 

Procurement, and coordinate 

with the IT Team at the 

05/08/2016 05/27/2016 
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Name Title Organization Purpose of Assignment STTA Duration 

        From To 

NLWE. Present first draft 

design to NLWE ERP 

implementation committee, 

and getting their feedback at 

the NLWE. 

Daniel Shaul 
Senior Facilitator/ 

Strategic Advisor 
DAI/ W 

Conduct a team 

building/strategic 2 day retreat 

for all LWP staff to strengthen 

communication styles, address 

time management and 

efficiency, and address best 

practices for handling conflict 

within an office. 

05/18/2016 05/26/2016 

Philip Giantris 
President,  

ValuAdd Management Services 

ValuAdd 

Management 

Services 

Finalize revenue needs and 

tariff policy. Finalize Business 

Plans and Performance 

Improvement Actions Plans. 

Prepare PowerPoint 

presentations for each RWE. 

Organize and conduct 

workshops with Senior 

Management of each 

Establishment to discuss final 

Business Plan and 

Performance Improvement 

Action Plans 

05/29/2016 06/11/2016 
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Name Title Organization Purpose of Assignment STTA Duration 

        From To 

Anri Dajko 
Finance and Accounting  

Specialist 

ValuAdd 

Management 

Services  

Finalize revenue needs and 

tariff policy. Finalize Business 

Plans and Performance 

Improvement Actions Plans. 

Prepare PowerPoint 

presentations for each Water 

Establishment. Organize and 

conduct workshops with 

Senior Management of each 

Establishment to discuss final 

Business Plan and 

Performance Improvement 

Action Plans  

05/29/2016 06/11/2016 

Esida Lekbello 
Water Supply & Wastewater 

Engineer 

ValuAdd 

Management 

Services  

Finalize revenue needs and 

tariff policy. Finalize Business 

Plans and Performance 

Improvement Actions Plans. 

Prepare PowerPoint 

presentations for each Water 

Establishment. Organize and 

conduct workshops with 

Senior Management of each 

Establishment to discuss final 

Business Plan and 

Performance Improvement 

Action Plans  

05/29/2016 06/11/2016 
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Name Title Organization Purpose of Assignment STTA Duration 

        From To 

Nicole Garcia Program Associate DAI/W 

Provide support to prepare for 

Year 2 work planning. More 

specifically, support an 

internal budgeting exercise, 

help set up tracking tools to 

monitor technical spending, 

and support the design and 

start-up of LWP's grants 

program.  

05/30/2016 06/13/2016 

Ahmad Al-

Azzam  
Financial Specialist ABA 

Review and test the new 

version of Financial Entries 

on the ERP. Agree with 

NLWE on key issues of the 

system's cycles, final Chart of 

Accounts (CoA), and financial 

entries  

06/13/2016 06/24/2016 

Maha Al-Azar 
Strategic Communications 

Consultant 
DAI/LWP 

Responsible for overseeing the 

development of targeted 

messaging and general 

information campaigns for the 

project 

06/20/2016 09/30/2016 
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ANNEX G – ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 

REPORTING 

No environmental compliance activities took place in Y1-Q3.  

LWP Environmental Mitigation & Monitoring Actions  

Activity #                 Activity Description Environmental Mitigation and Monitoring Update  

 
RESULT A: IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY 
 

   

   

 
RESULT B: IMPROVE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN WATER MANAGEMENT 
 

   

   

 
RESULT C: IMPROVE PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT IN WATER MANAGEMENT 
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ANNEX H – SUMMARY OF COMMUNICATIONS 

AND MEDIA 

Below is a summary of communication activities and media products for Y1-Q3. 

Activity Name and Description  Date Media 
Coverage 

  Links and photos (if available) 

  TV Radio Press  
Lebanon Water Forum 
On May 26, 2016, the Lebanese Water 
Forum, a forum in support of 
Lebanon’s National Water Sector 
Strategy was held at the Issam Fares 
Institute-AUB. LWP’s Private Sector 
Engagement Team Lead, Mr. Salah 
Saliba, was a guest speaker at the event 
and spoke about the importance of 
adopting internationally renowned 
measures to help move forward the 
water sector in Lebanon and assist the 
RWEs in overcoming their financial 
deficit. Mr. Saliba emphasized that 
these measures, such as customer 
metering and consumption based 
tariffs, will lead to decreasing Non-
Revenue Water (NRW), improving 
hours of service, increasing number of 
subscribers and enhancing socio-
economic equity among water users, all 
of which is in line with LWP planned 
activities for the demonstration areas.  

05/26/2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 
Photo by LWP Staff 

LWP Private Sector Engagement Team Lead Salah 
Saliba as a guest speaker at LWF 
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Activity Name and Description  Date Media 
Coverage 

  Links and photos (if available) 

  TV Radio Press  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Photo by LWP Staff 

LWF audience 

In addition, a short video for the LWF event is available and 
has been provided to USAID. 
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Activity Name and Description  Date Media 
Coverage 

  Links and photos (if available) 

  TV Radio Press  

Program Highlight “Water 
Services: The Way to Move 
Forward”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

June 2016  

 
 
 

USAID strengthens NLWE’s 
business performance 
(interactive workshop) 
LWP conducted an interactive 
workshop with NLWE’s ERP key 
user committee, as part of the ERP 
implementation at NLWE. The new 
ERP system will enable NLWE to 
achieve increased administrative 
efficiency, accountability, quality 
control, and better-informed 
decision making.  
 
 

May 27, 2016     
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Activity Name and Description  Date Media 
Coverage 

  Links and photos (if available) 

  TV Radio Press  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Photo by LWP Staff 

LWP presenting ERP implementation at NLWE 
In addition, a short video for the ERP workshop is available 
and has been provided to USAID. 
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Activity Name and Description  Date Media 
Coverage 

  Links and photos (if available) 

  TV Radio Press  

 
 
Program Highlight “USAID 
Strengthens NLWE’s Business 
Performance”. 

 
 

June 2016 
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ANNEX I – Y1 WORK PLAN AND DELIVERABLES 

SCHEDULE AND PROGRESS 

Please refer to the schedule attached below.  


